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PETITIONER’S RESPONSE TO RESPONDENTS’ MOTION TO DISMISS
FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION

Petitioner, through undersigned counsel, pursuant to C.R.C.P. 235(d),
12(b)(1), 12(b)(2), 12(d) and 12(h)(l), respectfully submits its Response to the
Motion to Dismiss with Prejudice (“Motion to Dismiss”), filed by Respondents in
the Supreme Court on November 21, 2017, in which Respondents argue that this
Court lacks subject matter over this case and personal jurisdiction over them.’

In a second Motion to Dismiss, received by Petitioner on November 28,
2017, Respondents contend that an attorney-client relationship existed between
Respondents and patent attorney Michael Hamerly. Petitioner will address the
second Motion to Dismiss in a separate Response.

A. This Court Has Subject Matter Jurisdiction Over the Unauthorized
Practice of Patent Law.

1.
Respondents contend that the Colorado Supreme Court does not have
subject matter jurisdiction over this case, because Respondent Intelligent Patent
Services, LLC (“IPS”) “has oniy ever been involved in patent law”, and the
practice of patent law is governed by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(“USPTO”). Motion to Dismiss, first paragraph. Respondents are half right.
2.
Petitioner agrees that the practice of patent law is governed by federal
statutes, regulations and case law. The preparation and prosecution of patent
applications for others constitutes the practice of law. Sperry v. Florida ex ret.
Florida Bar, 373 U.S. 379, 383, 83 S.Ct. 1322, 1325 (1963). Patent attorneys and
Patent Agents register with USPTO. 37 C.F.R. § 1 1.5(b)(l), 11.6. Only
practitioners who are registered and recognized by USPTO are permitted to
practice before it. 37 C.F.R. § 11.10. A person not registered or recognized to
practice before USPTO is subject to its disciplinary authority if the person provides
or offers to provide any legal services before the USPTO. 37 C.F.R. § 11.19(a).
Because Respondent Steiert is neither a licensed patent attorney nor
3.
permitted to practice before the USPTO as a Patent Agent, USPTO exercised its
jurisdiction, investigated the services he provided to inventors, and issued a cease
and desist order to him. See the February 22, 2017 letter to Respondent Steiert
from Kimberly C. Weinreich, Staff Attorney, Office of Enrollment and Discipline,
USPTO, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
4.
However, the fact that USPTO has ordered Respondent Steiert to
cease and desist does not deprive the Colorado Supreme Court of its separate and
concurrent jurisdiction over Respondent Steiert’s unauthorized practice of law.
C.R.C.P. 228. Consistent with the Tenth Amendment, unless incompatible with
federal law, Colorado Supreme Court rules and case law remain paramount: “the
State maintains control of the practice of law within its borders except to the
limited extent necessary for the accomplishment of the federal objectives.” Sperry,
supra, 373 U.S. at 384, 402, 83 S.Ct. at 1325, 1335.
There is nothing about Petitioner’s prosecution of Respondent Steiert
5.
that is incompatible with USPTO’s direction that he cease and desist his practice of
patent law. To the contrary, the injunction that Petitioner seeks would complement
and supplement USPTO’s action. See, e.g., In re Amalgamated Development Co.,
2

Inc., 375 A.2d 494, 497-98 (D.C. App. 1977) (state appellate court had jurisdiction
to entertain petition filed by unauthorized practice of law committee for order
enjoining individual and corporation from practicing patent law, notwithstanding
USPTO’s concurrent jurisdiction). Because state prosecution of unauthorized
practice of law is not preempted by federal patent statutes and regulations, this
Court has subject matter jurisdiction over Petitioner’s claims against Respondent
Steiert in this case.
6.
for the same reason, this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over
Respondent IPS. Petitioner charges Respondent IPS with advertising on its
website that for a fee it will make available to inventors experienced patent
attorneys who can conduct a patent search and craft an application that will lead to
the patent being issued. Petition, ¶ 125-26. This charge seeks to enforce one of
the Colorado Supreme Court’s important prohibitions: that a non-professional
entity cannot offer the services of attorneys to the public. Title Guaranty Co. v.
Denver Bar Ass’n, 135 Cob. 423, 430-437, 312 P.2d 1011, 1014-17 (1957).
Enjoining Respondent IPS from advertising the services of patent attorneys would
not be incompatible with USPTO’s regulation of patent practitioners.2 No
preemption arises, with the result that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction
over Petitioner’s charges against Respondent IPS.
B. Respondents Waived Any Objection to Personal Jurisdiction.

Respondents’ objection to personal jurisdiction was not timely filed.
7.
C.R.C.P. 12(b) requires a defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person to be filed
“on or before the date the answer
is due.” The Motion to Dismiss was filed one
week after that date. The procedural history is as follows.
...

The Supreme Court, in its Order to Show Cause, directed the
8.
Respondents to file their answer to the Petition for Injunction (“Petition”) within
21 days of service of the Order. Petitioner served the Order to Show Cause and the
Petition upon Respondents on October 24, 2017. See Petitioner’s Proof of Service,
filed November 1, 2017. As a result, Respondents’ answer was due November 14,
2017 (21 days after October 24, 2017).

2

Patent practitioners are permitted to advertise, 37 C.F.R. § 11.702(a), as
long as statements made are not false or misleading. 37 C.F.R. § 11.70 1. The term
“practitioner” refers to individual attorneys or Patent Agents. 37 C.F.R. § 11.1.
3

Respondents filed their Answer with the Supreme Court on November
9.
14, 2017. The lengthy Answer responded to the substantive allegations of the
Petition but did not object to personal jurisdiction. Respondents filed no motions
on or before November 14, 2017. See the registry of actions of this case, printed
from www.jbits.courts.state.co.us, attached as Exhibit B.
-

10. The Supreme Court ordered the case transferred to this Court on
November 20, 2017. Apparently unaware of the transfer, on November 21, 2017,
Respondents filed in the Supreme Court a Motion to Suppress Evidence and the
instant Motion to Dismiss.3
11. The Motion to Dismiss, asserting lack of personal jurisdiction, was
filed one week afler the Answer. That filing did not comply with C.R.C.P. 12(b).
Any objection to personal jurisdiction was thereby waived. C.R.C.P. 12(h)(1);
Treadwell v. District Court, 133 Cob. 520, 523, 297 P.2d 891, 892 (1956). The
Motion to Dismiss on the basis of lack of personal jurisdiction should be denied.
C. In the Alternative, the Evidence Supports Personal Jurisdiction.

12. Respondent Steiert contends that this Court does not have personal
jurisdiction over him because he was out of the State of Colorado between 2014
and mid-2017. Motion to Dismiss, first paragraph. Assuming arguendo that is
correct, it is one fact among a number for this court to consider. The test is
whether a party has had “certain minimum contacts with the forum state such that
maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice.” Goettman v. North fork Valley Restaurant, 176 P.3d 60, 67
(Cob. 2007).
13. If the Court declines to deny the Motion to Dismiss as untimely, the
Court should examine the documentary evidence listed below and attached as
Exhibits. The evidence shows that Respondents have held themselves out as
Colorado residents since at least 2014, that Respondents have done business in
Colorado, and that Respondents continue to advertise in Colorado.

These Motions were forwarded by the Supreme Court to this Court. As a
precaution against confusion, Petitioner attaches hereto as Exhibit C the Motion to
Dismiss (filed November 21, 2017 in the Supreme Court).
4

1. Respondents Are Registered with the Colorado Secretary of
State.
14. According to a Periodic Report recently filed with the Colorado
Secretary of State, Respondent IPS is a Colorado limited liability company, with a
principal office street address of 295 Main St., Edwards, CO 81632 and a principal
office mailing address of P.O. Box 508, Edwards, CO 81632. See the certified
copy of IPS’ October 27, 2017 Periodic Report, attached hereto as Exhibit D.
15. The same document identifies Respondent Steiert as IPS’ registered
agent (“D. Brandon Steiert”), with the same street address and mailing address as
IPS. Id.
16. In August 2016, IPS filed with the Colorado Secretary of State a
Periodic Report with a slightly different street address: 225 Main St., Edwards, CO
81632. IPS listed the same Post Office Box in Edwards, Colorado: P.O. Box 508.
See the certified copy of the Periodic Report filed by IPS on August 11, 2016,
attached hereto as Exhibit E.
17. The same document identifies Respondent Steiert as IPS’ registered
agent, misspelled as “Jack Steirt”. Id.
18. In April 2016, IPS filed with the Secretary of State a Statement of
Change Changing Registered Agent Information. IPS identified Respondent
Steiert as its registered agent, misspelled as “Dak Brandon Steirt”, with a street
address of 295 Main St., Edwards, CO 81632 and a mailing address of P.O. Box
508, Edwards, CO 81632. See the certified copy of the Statement of Change,
attached hereto as Exhibit F.
19. In 2015, IPS filed a Periodic Report listing a street address of 165
Charolais Circle, #A, Edwards, CO 81632 and a mailing address of P.O. Box 508,
Edwards, CO 81632. The Periodic Report listed Respondent Steiert as IPS’
registered agent, with the same addresses. See the certified copy of the Periodic
Report filed by IPS on July 26, 2015, attached hereto as Exhibit G.
20. In 2014, IPS filed a Periodic Report listing the same street and
mailing addresses as in 2015 and identifying Respondent Steiert as its registered
agent. See the certified copy of the Periodic Report filed on September 9, 2014,
attached hereto as Exhibit H.

5

2. Respondents Have Done Business in Colorado.
21. In a Patent Services Agreement signed by Respondent Steiert and sent
to client Ron Brazil on June 20, 2016, IPS’ letterhead identifies its location as
Edwards, Colorado. See a copy of the Patent Services Agreement, attached hereto
as Exhibit I. A “Choice of Law” provision states: “This agreement will be
governed by and under the courts of Eagle County, Colorado.” Id. at fourth page.
22. On a December 8, 2016 Credit Card Payment Form, IPS identified its
billing address as P.O. Box 508, Edwards, CO 81632. See Respondents’ Answer,
thirty-fourth page.
23. On its website, IPS listed its physical address as 295 Main St.,
Edwards, CO. See copies of pages of the website, printed June 16, 2017, and
March 14, 2017, collectively attached hereto as Exhibit 1, pp. 5/5.
24. On its website, IPS listed a Colorado attorney, Cody Barela, reg. no.
42596, as one of the attorneys supposedly affiliated with IPS. See copies of the
“About Us” pages from the website, part of Exhibit J hereto, fourth and fifih page.
In recent e-mail correspondence with attorney Barela, Respondent Steiert claimed
that attorney Barela agreed to take cases from IPS. See Respondent Stelert’s e
mails of October 20, 2017 and November 20, 2017 to attorney Barela, part of
Exhibit K hereto.
25. During the period in question, Respondents conducted business in
Colorado. See the Petition, ¶J 16-30, discussing Respondents’ work for inventor
Khoa Tho Le of Aurora, and ¶J 31-55, discussing Respondents’ work for inventor
Alexander Montoya of Westminster.
26. Although Respondents claim to have ceased operations in Colorado,
Respondents’ website remains up on the Internet, under the trade name “Expert
Patent Law”. See a copy of the current website, Exhibit L hereto. See also IPS’
Statement of Trade Name, filed with the Colorado Secretary of State on August 9,
2017, attached as Exhibit M, by which IPS adopted the trade name “Expert Patent
Law”.
B. Both General and Specific Jurisdiction over Respondents Exists.
27. Respondents cite Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.2d 123 (Del.
2016) for the proposition that the courts of the state in which an entity registers do
6

not have personal jurisdiction over the entity merely based on the fact of
registration. Motion to Dismiss, p. 1, first paragraph. By Petitioner’s reading, the
holding of Cepec is narrower: a foreign corporation’s compliance with statutory
requirements for registration of a foreign corporation to do business within the
state does not constitute implied consent to general jurisdiction over the
corporation within that state. Cepec, supra at 142, 147.
2$. But Petitioner agrees that personal jurisdiction over an entity cannot
be based solely upon registration with the Secretary of State. Instead, personal
jurisdiction depends upon the entity’s contacts with Colorado. The court must
consider all of the entity’s contacts to determine whether they are sufficient to
support either general or specific jurisdiction. Griffith v. SSC Pueblo Belmont
Operating Co., 381 P.3d 308, 314 (Cob. 2016).
29. A company is subject to general jurisdiction where it is incorporated,
has its principal place of business, or is essentially “at home”. Griffith, supra. As
shown in Part C above, Respondent IPS is a Colorado limited liability company,
which consistently has declared its principal street and mailing address as
Edwards, Colorado. Its registered agent consistently has declared the same
addresses in Edwards. In addition, Respondent IPS has identified Edwards,
Colorado as its location in its fee agreements, and included Eagle County as its
choice of law and forum. Respondent IPS states on its website that it is located in
Edwards, Colorado. And Respondent IPS has done business with at least two
Colorado inventors.
30. A company is subject to specific jurisdiction when it has “certain
minimum contacts” with Colorado and the cause of action arises out of these
contacts. Griffith, supra at 315. As shown in Part C above, Respondents provided
patent law services for two Colorado inventors. Petitioner’s charges arise in part
from this conduct, and in part from Respondent IPS’ internet advertising in
Colorado. See Exhibits I and L hereto.
31. If the Court finds that Respondent IPS has established sufficient
contacts with Colorado to subject it to specific jurisdiction, the Court must also
consider whether asserting personal jurisdiction would comport with fair play and
substantial justice. Griffith, supra. In the Motion to Dismiss, Respondents do not
claim litigating in Colorado would be unfair or even inconvenient. By contrast, the
Colorado Supreme Court has a clear interest in enforcing its prohibition of the
unauthorized practice of law and this Court is the only place that Petitioner can
prosecute unauthorized practice of law.
7

32. These facts are sufficient to establish both general and specific
jurisdiction over Respondents.
E. Conclusion.
33. This Court should find that it has subject matter jurisdiction. In
addition, this Court should find that Respondents’ objection to personal jurisdiction
is untimely. Based on those findings, the Motion to Dismiss should be denied.
34. In the alternative, Petitioner requests that this Court find, based on the
attached evidence, that Petitioner has demonstrated a prima fade basis for this
Court’s personal jurisdiction over Respondents. As a second alternative, Petitioner
requests that this Court give Petitioner time to conduct discovery, then hold a
preliminary hearing, at which to take evidence on whether personal jurisdiction
exists. C.R.C.P. 12(d); Archangel Diamond corporation v. Lukoit, 123 P.3d 1187,
1192 (Cob. 2005).
Respectfully submitted this

I day of December 2017.

5590
Assistant Regulation Counsel
Attorney for Petitioner
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that one copy of the foregoing PETITIONER’ S RESPONSE
TO RESPONDENTS’ MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION
was placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, this ‘4’ day of December
2017, and addressed to:
Dak Steiert
295 Main St.
Edwards, CO 81632
Dak Stelert
65 Charolais Circle, #A
Edwards, CO 81632
Dak Steiert
210 F. Flamingo Rd., Unit 310
Las Vegas, NV 89169
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
P.O. Box 508
Edwards, CO 81632
And via e-mail: BusinessDevelopment@patent-attorney.tv.
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ENROLLMI NT AND DIscII’LINE

Mr. Dak Steiert

165 Charolais Cir # A
Edwards, CO $1632
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and via first Class Mail

Mr. Dak Steiert
295 Main Street
Edwards, CO $1632
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Mr. Dak Stelert
P0 1301 508
Edwards, CO $1632
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PERSONAL AND CONFIF)FNTIAL
Re: File No. C
— CEASE AND DESIST
Dear Mr. Stciert:
The Office of Enrollment and Discipline (“OED”) of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office (“USPTO” or “Office”) received information regarding you.
You are nt registered under 37 C.F.R. § 11.6(a) or (b] as a patent attorney or patent agent. You
have not lcen given limited recognition under 37 C.F.R. § 11.9 by the OED Director to
prosecute patent applications for others, or otherwise engage in the practice of patent law before
the USPI 0. 37 C.F.R. § 11 .5(h)(1) scts forth that:
Practice before the Office in patent matters includes, but is not limited to,
preparing and prosecuting any patent application, consulting with or giving advice
to a client in contemplation of filing a patent application or other document with
the Office, drafting the specification or claims of a patent application drafting an
arncndrnern or reply to a communication from the Office that may require written
argument to establish the patentability of a claimed invention; drafting a reply to a
communication from the Office regarding a patent application; and drafting a
communication for a public use, interference, reexamination proceeding, petition,
appeal to or any other proceeding before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, or
other proceeding. Registration to practice before the Office in patent cases
sanctions the performance of those services which are reasonably necessary and
incident to the preparation and prosecution of patent applications or other

Mail Slcp CEO. P.O. Box 14fIJ. Alexandra. Vrginia 22313-1450

— w.w USFT0.Oov

EXHIBIT A

Mr. Dak Steieri
OFDF1IeNo.: (

Page 2

proceeding before the Office involving a patent application or patent in which the
practitioner is authorized to participate.

You are not authorized to represent applicants in the prosecution of any patent applications
before the USPTO. Note that “[wJhoever, not being recognized to practice hcft)re the Patent and
Trademark Office, holds himself out or permits himself to be held out as so recognized. or as
being quaHfied to prepare or prosecute applications thr patent shall be lined not more than
$ 1.000 for each ofThnse. 35 U.S.C. § 33.
You are not authorized or permitted to represent others before the USPTO in patent matters.
You should cease engaging applicants in patent legal matters, consulting with clients,
preparing, prosecuting and filing patent applications, and communicating with applicants
regarding their applications immediately. You should he aware that federal law provides
penalties for persons who, not being recognized to practice before the Office holds themselves
out or permit themselves to be held out as so recognized, or as being qualified to prepare or
prosecute applications for patent. •S’L’ 35 U.S.C. § 33.
You must noti the inventors, owners, applicants, or applicable assignees that you are not
authorized to practice patent law before the Office. You must also notify the inventors, owners,
applicants, or applicable assignees to update the correspondence address in the respective patent
applicatit us.
As you hu\ e provided or offered to provide legal services before the Office, you are subject to
the disciplinary jurisdiction of the Office under 37 C.F.R. § 11.19(u). Please respond to this
letter within thirty (30) days and confirm that ou have ceased the unauthorized practice of
patent law before the Office. Please refer to 01-]) tile number (
in the heading of your
response. lt’you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact us at (571) 272-1097.
Sincerely,

Kimberly C. Weinreich
Staff Att rnev
Office of Enrollment and Discipline

Mail Stop QED, P.O. tok 1459, Alcandna, Virginia 22313 1450— m UI’TO.GOV

11/29/2017
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EXHIBIT C

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certify that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Report
with Document #20171813021 of
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
Colorado Limited Liability Company

(Entity ID #20111447660 )
consisting of

2

pages.

This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/2017 that have been posted, and by documents delivered to this office electronically through
l1/29/2017@ 12:12:29.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 11/29/2017 @ 12:12:29 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigied Confirmation Number 10575675

Secretary of State of the State of Colorado

*********************************************End ofCertificate*******************************************
Notice. A certificate issued electronically from the Colorado Secretary ofState s Web Site IS fully and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity of a certificate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certificate page of
the Secretary of State s Web site, http.//wwu’.sos.state.co.us/biz/CertificateSearchCritcria.do entering the certfficate ‘s confirmation number
displayed on the cerfificate. and following the instructions displayed. Con firming the issuance of a certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate, for more information, visit our Web site, http./Ai’ww.sos.stateco.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks’, trade names” and select “Frequently Asked Questions”

EXHIBIT D

Colorado Secretary of State
Date and Time: 10/27/2017 03:50 PM
ID Number: 20111447660

-Effed
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sos.state.co.us.

Document number: 20171813021
Amount Paid: $10.00
ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Periodic Report
filed pursuant to §7-90-301, et seq. and §7-90-501 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S)

ID number:

20111447660

Entity name:

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

Jurisdiction under the law of which the
entity was formed or registered:

Colorado

Principal office street address:

295 Main Street
(Street name and number,)

Edwards

CO
(City)

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

2. Principal office mailing address:

—

(fapplicable)

(Countz’

—

fnot US)

PC BOX 508

(if different from above)

(Street name and number or Post Office Box information,)

Edwards

CO
(City)

-

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

3. Registered agent name:

(if an Individual)

—

if applicable)

Steiert

—

tf not US)

D Brandon
(Last)

or

(Country

(first)

(Middle)

(Suffix)

(if a business organization)

4. The person identified above as registered agent has consented to being so appointed.
5. Registered agent street address:

295 Main Street (place of meeting)
(Street name and number)

co

Edwards
(City)

6. Registered agent mailing address:

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

PC BOX 508

(if different from above)

(Street name and number or Post Office Box information)

Edwards

CO
(City)

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

REPORT

—

fapplicable,

Page 1 of2

(Country

—

if not US)

Rev. 12/01/2012

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the secretary of state for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that the document is the
individuals act and deed, or that the individual in good faith believes the document is the act and deed of the
person on whose behalf the individual is causing the document to be delivered for filing, taken in conformity
with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S., the constituent documents, and the organic
statutes, and that the individual in good faith believes the facts stated in the document are true and the
document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents, and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the secretary of
state, whether or not such individual is named in the document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
7. Name(s) and address(es) of the
individual(s) causing the document
to be delivered for filing:

Steieit

D Brandon
(Last)

(First)

(Middle)

(Suffix)

PC BOX 508
(Street name and number or Post Office Box Information,.)

Edwards

CO 81632
(City)

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

—

if applicable,)

(Countiy

—

i/not US)

(The document need not state the tne name and address of more than one individual. However, i/you wish to state the name and address
ofany additional individuals causing the document to be deliveredforfiling, mark this box
and include an attachment stating the
name and address ofsuch individuals.)

Disclaimer:
This form, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice, and are
offered as a public service without representation or warranty. While this form is believed to satisfr minimum
legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same may be amended from
time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form. Questions should be addressed to the user’s
attorney.

REPORT

Page 2 of 2

Rev. 12/01/2012

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certify that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Report
with Document # 20161542358 of
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
Colorado Limited Liability Company
(Entity ID # 20111447660 )
consisting of 2

pages.

This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/2017 that have been posted, and by documents delivered to this office electronically through
11/29/2017@ 12:16:27.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 11/29/2017 @ 12:16:27 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigned Confirmation Number 10575699

Secretary of State of the State of Colorado

*********************************************End ofCertificate*******************************************

Notice: A certificate issued electronically from the Colorado Secretary ofState’s Web site is fully and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity of a certificate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certificate page of
the Secretary of State ‘s Web site, http://www.sos.state.co.us hiz/CertfficateSearchCriteria.do entering the certificate ‘s confirmation number
displayed on the certficate, and following the instructions displayed. Confirming the issuance of a certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate. for more information, visit our Web site, http.//uww.sos..ctate.co.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks, trade names” and select “Frequently Asked Questions.”

EXHIBIT E

Colorado Secretary of State
Date and Time: 08/11/2016 03:40 AM
ID Number: 20111447660

-Fited
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sos.state.co.us.

Document number: 2016154235$
Amount Paid: $10.00
ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Periodic Report
flied pursuant to §7-90-301, et seq. and §7-90-501 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S)
ID number:

20111447660

Entity name:

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

Jurisdiction under the law of which the
entity was formed or registered:

Colorado

1. Principal office street address:

225 Main Street
(Street name and number,

Edwards

CO
(City)

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

2. Principal office mailing address:

applicable)

—

(Count,)’

(fnot US)

—

P0 Box 508

(if different from above)

(Street name and number or Post Office Box information,)

Edwards

CO
(City)

81632

(State,)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

3. Registered agent name:

(if an individual)

applicable,)

—

Steirt

—

tf not

US)

Jack
(Last)

or

(C’ountry

(First)

(Middle)

(Suffix)

(if a business organization)

4. The person identified above as registered agent has consented to being so appointed.
5. Registered agent street address:

295 Main Street
(Street name and number)

Edwards

6. Registered agent mailing address:

81632

co
(COy)

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

PC BOX 508

(if different from above)

(Street name and number or Post OfJIce Box information)

Edwards

CO
(City)

81632

(State)

United States
(Province

REPORT

—

applicable)

Page 1 of2

(Count;)’

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

if not US,)

Rev. 12/01/2012

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the secretary of state for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that the document is the
individual’s act and deed, or that the individual in good faith believes the document is the act and deed of the
person on whose behalf the individual is causing the document to be delivered for filing, taken in conformity
with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S., the constituent documents, and the organic
statutes, and that the individual in good faith believes the facts stated in the document are true and the
document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents, and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the secretary of
state, whether or not such individual is named in the document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
7. Name(s) and address(es) of the
individual(s) causing the document
to be delivered for filing:

Steiert

Dak
(Last)

Brandon
(First)

(Middle)

(SuJfrr)

PC BOX 508
(Street ,iame and number or Post Office Box information)

Edwards

CO 81632
(City)

(State)

United States
(Province

—

fapplicable)

(Count,)’

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

if not US)

(The document need not state the true name and address ofmore than one individual. However, fyou wish to state the name and address
of any additional individuals causing the document to be deliveredforfiling, mark this box
and include an attachment stating the
name and address ofsuch individuals.)

Q

Disclaimer:
This form, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice, and are
offered as a public service without representation or warranty. While this form is believed to satisfy minimum
legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same may be amended from
time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form. Questions should be addressed to the user’s
attorney.

REPORT

Page 2 of 2

Rev. 12/01/2012

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certify that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Statement of Change
with Document # 20161301399 of
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
Colorado Limited Liability Company
(Entity ID #20111447660 )
consisting of

2

pages.

This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/2017 that have been posted, and by documents delivered to this office electronically through
1l/29/2017@ 12:16:51.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 1 1,’29/20 17 @ 12:16:51 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigned Confirmation Number 10575703

Secretaty of State of the State of Colorado

*********************************************End ofCertificate*******************************************
Notice: A certificate issued electronically from the Colorado Secretor)’ ofState ‘s Web site is fully and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity of a certfficate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certficate page of
the Secretary of State Web site, http:Rvww.sos.state.co.usthiz/CertificateSearchCriteria.do entering the certficate ‘s confirmation number
displayed on the certificate, and following the instructions displayed, confirming the issuance ala certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate. for more information, visit our Web site, http.’/Ai’ww.sos.state.co.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks, trade names” and select “Frequently Asked Questions.”

EXhIBIT F

-F1ied
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sos.state.co.us.

Colorado Secretary of State
Date and Time: 04/27/2016 11:03 PM
ID Number: 20111447660

Document number: 20161301399
Amount Paid: $10.00

ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Statement of Change
Changing the Registered Agent Information
filed pursuant to § 7-90-305.5 and § 7-90-702 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S.)
1. The entity ID number and the entity name, or, if the entity does not have an entity name, the true name are
Entity ID number

20111447660
(Colorado Secretary ofState ID number)

Entity name or True name

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

2. (Ifapplicable, adopt the following statement by marking the box and enter all changes.)

The registered agent name has changed.
Such name, as changed, is
Name
(if an individual)

Steirt

Dak
(Last)

Brandon
(First)

(Middle)

or

(Suffix)

(if an entity)
(Caution: Do not provide both an individual and an entity name.)
,‘The following statement is adopted by marking the box.)

The person appointed as registered agent has consented to being so appointed.
3. (Ifapplicable, adopt the following statement by marking the box and enter all changes.)

The registered agent address of the registered agent has changed.
Such address, as changed, is
Street address

295 Main Street
(Street number and name)

Edwards

co
(City)

Mailing address

81632
(ZIP Code)

PC BOX 508

(leave blank if same as street address)

(Street number and name or Post Office Box information,l

Edwards

Co
(City)

CHANGE_ RA

(State)

Page 1 of2

(State)

81632
(ZIP Code)

Rev. 12/01,2012

4. (Ifapplicable, adopt the following statement by marking the box.)
The person appointed as registered agent has delivered notice of the change to the entity.

5.

(Ifapplicable, adopt thefollowing statement by marking the box and include an attachment.)

This document contains additional information as provided by law.
6, (Caution: Leave blank f the document does not have a delayed effective date. Stating a delayed effective date has sign cant
fi
legal consequences. Read instructions before entering a date.)

a]’ the following statement applies, adopt the statement by entering a date and, ifapplicable, time using the required format.)
The delayed effective date and, if applicable, time of this document are
‘mmJdd/yyy hour:,ninute am/pm)

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that such document is
such individuals act and deed, or that such individual in good faith believes such document is the act and deed
of the person on whose behalf such individual is causing such document to be delivered for filing, taken in
conformity with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S. and, if applicable, the constituent
documents and the organic statutes, and that such individual in good faith believes the facts stated in such
document are true and such document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents,
and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the Secretary of
State, whether or not such individual is identified in this document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
7. The true name and mailing address of the individual causing this document to be delivered for filing are

Steiert

Dak
(Last)

Brandon
(First)

(Middle)

P0 BOX 508

(Suffix)

(Street number and name or Post Office Box information,)

Edwards

CD
(City)

81632

(State)

United States
(Province

D

—

fapplicable,)

(ZIP/Postal Code)

(Count,y)

(Ifapplicable, adopt the following statement by marking the box and include an attachment.)

This document contains the true name and mailing address of one or more additional individuals
causing the document to be delivered for filing.

Disclaimer:
This form/cover sheet, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice,
and are furnished without representation or warranty. While this form/cover sheet is believed to satisfy
minimum legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same maybe
amended from time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form/cover sheet. Questions should
be addressed to the user’s legal, business or tax advisor(s).

CHANGE_ RA

Page 2 of 2

Rev. 12/01/2012

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certify that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Report
with Document # 20151482843 of
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
Colorado Limited Liability Company

(Entity ID # 20111447660 )
consisting of

2

pages.

This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/20 17 that have been posted, and by documents deLivered to this office electronically through
11/29/2017@ 12:17:17.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 11/29/2017 @ 12:17:17 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigned Confirmation Number 10575706

Secretary of State of the State of Colorado

*********************************************End ofCertificate*******************************************
Notice: A certificate issued electronicall j’ from the Colorado Secretart’ ofState ‘s Web site is fullt’ and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity’ of a certtficate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certificate page of
the Secretwy of State c Web site, http.’/wwn.sos.state.c’o.ushti/Certific’ateScarehCrireria.do entering the certificate’s confinnation number
displayed on the certfficate, and following the instructions displayed. Confirmbw the issuance of a certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate. for more information, visit our Web site, http://swii.sos.srate.co.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks, trade names’ and select “frequently Asked Questions.”

EXHIBIT G

Colorado Secretary of State
Date and Time: 07/26/2015 07:23 PM
ID Number: 20111447660

-FIted
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sos.state.co.us.

Document number: 20151482843
Amount Paid: $10.00
ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Periodic Report
filed pursuant to §7-90-301, et seq. and §7-90-501 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.RS)
ID number:

20111447660

Entity name:

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

Jurisdiction under the law of which the
entity was formed or registered:

Colorado

1. Principal office street address:

165 Charolais Cir. #A
(Street name and number)

Edwards

CO
(City,)

(‘Province

2. Principal office mailing address:

—

(,‘applicable)

(Country

—

fnot US)

(Street nanie and number or Post Office Box info?7nation)

Edwards
(‘Province

(if an individual)

81632

CO
(City)

—

applicable)

—

(State)

United States

Steiert

(Country

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

Vnot US)

Dak
(Last)

or

(‘Postal/Zip Code)

United States

PC BOX 508

(if different from above)

3. Registered agent name:

81632

(State)

Brandon
(First)

(Middle)

($uJjit)

(if a business organization)

4. The person identified above as registered agent has consented to being so appointed.
5. Registered agent street address:

165 Charolais CirA
(Street name and number,l

Edwards

6. Registered agent mailing address:
(if different from above)

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

P0 BOX 508
(Street name and number or Post Office Box information,)

Edwards

CO
(City)

(Province

REPORT

81632

co
(City)

—

f applicable)

Page I of2

81632

(State)

United States
(Country

—

fnot

(Postal/Zip Code)

US)

Rev. 12/01/2012

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the secretary of state for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that the document is the
individual’s act and deed, or that the individual in good faith believes the document is the act and deed of the
person on whose behalf the individual is causing the document to be delivered for filing, taken in conformity
with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S., the constituent documents, and the organic
statutes, and that the individual in good faith believes the facts stated in the document are true and the
document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents, and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the secretary of
state, whether or not such individual is named in the document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
7. Name(s) and address(es) of the
individual(s) causing the document
to be delivered for filing:

Steiert

Dak
(Last)

Brandon
(First)

(Middle)

(Suffix)

P0 BOX 508
(Street name and number or Post Office Box information

Edwards

CO 81632-0508
(City)

CO
(Province

—

ifapplicable)

(State)

United States
(Count,)’

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

f not US)

(The document need not state the true name and address of more than one individuaL Howeve,; ifyou wish to state the name and address
ofany additional individuals causing the document to be deliveredforfiling, mark this box
and include an attachment stating the
name and address ofsuch individuals.)

Disclaimer:
This form, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice, and are
offered as a public service without representation or warranty. While this form is believed to satisfy minimum
legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same may be amended from
time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form. Questions should be addressed to the user’s
attorney.

REPORT

Page 2 of2

Rev. 12i01/2012

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Of THE STATE Of COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certify that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Report

with Document # 20141551477 of
Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
Colorado Limited Liability Company

(Entity ID #20111447660 )
consisting of 2

pages.

This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/2017 that have been posted, and by documents delivered to this office electronically through
11/29/2017@ 12:17:39.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 11/29/2017 @ 12:17:39 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigned Confirmation Number 10575708

Secretary of State of the State of Colorado

*********************************************End ofCertificate*******************************************
Notice: A certificate issued electron icalli’ from the Colorado Secretary ofState ‘s Web site is fully and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity of a certficate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certificate page of
the Secretary of State’s Web site, http:inww.so.state.co.ushiz/C’ertiJicateSearchCtiteria.do entering the certfficate s confinnation number
displayed on the certUlcate, and following the instructions displayed. Confirming the issuance ala certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate, for more information, visit our Web site, http://iiww.sos.state.co.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks, trade names” and select “Frequently Asked Questions.”

EXHIBIT H

Colorado Secretary of State
Date and Time: 09/09/2014 02:33 PM
ID Number: 20111447660

-FlIed
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sos.state.co.us.

Document number: 20141551477
Amount Paid: $10.00
ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Periodic Report
filed pursuant to §7-90-301, et seq. and §7-90-501 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S)
ID number:

20111447660

Entity name:

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

Jurisdiction under the law of which the
entity was formed or registered:

Colorado

1. Principal office street address:

165 Charolais Cir. #A
(Street name and number)

Edwards

CO
(City)

(Province

2. Principal office mailing address:

—

81632

(State)

united States

if applicable)

(Country

fnot US)

—

P0 BOX 508

(if different from above)

(Street name and number or Post Office Box information.)

Edwards

81632

CO
(City)

(State)

United States
(Province

—

applicable)

3. Registered agent name: (if an individual) Steiert

(Country

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

t(not US)

Dak
(Last)

or

(Postal/Zip Code)

Brandon
(first)

(Middle)

(Suffix)

(if a business organization)

4. The person identified above as registered agent has consented to being so appointed.
5. Registered agent street address:

165 Charolais Cir A
(Street name and number.)

Edwards

6. Registered agent mailing address:
(if different from above)

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

PD BOX 508
(Street name and number or Post Office Box information)

Edwards

CO
(City)

(Province

REPORT

81632

co
(City)

—

applicable)

Page 1 of2

81632

(State)

United States
(Country

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

ifnot US)

Rev. 12/01/2012

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the secretary of state for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that the document is the
individual’s act and deed, or that the individual in good faith believes the document is the act and deed of the
person on whose behalf the individual is causing the document to be delivered for filing, taken in conformity
with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S., the constituent documents, and the organic
statutes, and that the individual in good faith believes the facts stated in the document are true and the
document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents, and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the secretary of
state, whether or not such individual is named in the document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
7. Name(s) and address(es) of the
individual(s) causing the document
to be delivered for filing:

Steert

Dak
(Last)

Brandon
(first,l

(Middle)

(Suffo)

P0 BOX 508
(Street name and number or Post Office Box information)

Edwards

CO 81632
(City)

(Province

—

f applicable)

(State)

United States
(Country

—

(Postal/Zip Code)

ifnot US)

(The document need not state the true name and address of more than one individual. However, fyou wish to state the name and address
ofany additional individuals causing the document to be deliveredforfiling, mark this box
and include an attachment stating the
name and address ofsuch individuals.)

Q

Disclaimer:
This form, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice, and are
offered as a public service without representation or warranty. While this form is believed to satisfy minimum
legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same may be amended from
time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form. Questions should be addressed to the user’s
attorney.

REPORT

Page 2 of 2

Rev. 12/01/2012

INTELLIGENT PATENT SERVICES, LLC
EDWARDS, COLOR&DO 81632
Phone: 1-707-820-7724
Fax: 1-970-926-2441
Email: CustomerService@ipsearchagent.com

Date: 6/20/16

Ron Brazil
RE: Patent Services Agreement
Dear Ron Brazil,
Thank you for selecting Intelligent Patent Services to represent you in the matter
described below. This letter and the enclosed Standard Terms of Representation will
describe the basis on which we will provide patent services to you.
As discussed, our client in this matter will be _Ron Brazil, hereafter referred to
as the “Client.” Our lead attorney on your case with the highest level of experience in
your field will most likely be Michael Smith Reg. No. 45,368,’ with co-founder Dak
Steiert working with Michael as we ensure the highest level of creativity and quality on
every case by having at least two of our staff work on every patent.
We have been engaged to aid the Client in connection with the searching and
filing of a United States Utility Patent Application. We have agreed that our engagement
is limited to performance of services related to the matter(s) detailed above. Because we
are not your legal counsel, our acceptance of this engagement does not involve an
undertaking to represent you or your interests in any other matter. We may agree with
you to limit or expand the scope of our representation from time to time, provided that
any such change is confirmed by us in writing.
Generally, the basis for computing our fees will be the negotiated rate that you are
informed of prior to commencing this search and filing. The attorney’s that file this
patent application will charge the fee we negotiate, but if this situation is complicated
then additional fees may be incurred. In that event, you will be informed of that prior to
the work moving forward. The negotiated fixed fee for our services does not include
filing fees for the United States Patent Office. The Client will be informed of those direct
charges once the application is complete, and will remit prior to the filing moving
forward.
Other factors also may be taken into consideration in determining our fees. Those
include the novelty and difficulty of the questions involved; the skill
might
factors
requisite to perform the services properly; the experience, reputation, and ability of those
performing the services; the time limitations imposed by you or the circumstances; the

EXHIBIT I

amount involved; and the results obtained. In addition, certain services might be billed
on a project basis, and certain patent and trademark prosecution events are billed on a
fixed fee basis, e.g. the filing of trademark applications, foreign patent or trademark
filings, or renewals. We would be happy to provide you with a list of those events and
fees charged upon request.
Our representation will not commence until we receive from you remittance in the
amount of $5075. After the application is completed, the actual filing fees from the
United States Patent Office will be disclosed to the Client. After remittance, we shall
proceed. The negotiated rate does not include responses to Office Actions from the
United States Patent Office which will likely occur in 2 years and the Client will be
informed of those as they occur.
Additional information appears in the enclosed Standard Terms of Representation,
which are incorporated as part of this letter and which you should review carefully before
agreeing to our engagement. Please indicate your acceptance of the terms of this letter
and the Standard Terms of Representation by signing and returning a copy of this letter.
Please call us if you have any questions.
Sincerely yours,

Dak Steiert
President

AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED:

Date:

Title:

Standard Terms of Representation

This document sets forth the standard terms of our engagement as your Patent team.
Unless modified in writing by mutual agreement, these terms will be an integral part of
our agreement with you. Therefore, we ask that you review this document carefully and
contact us promptly if you have any questions. You should retain this document in your
file.
Advice about Possible Outcomes. Either at the commencement or during the course of
our representation, we may express opinions or beliefs concerning the matter or various
courses of action and the results that might be anticipated. Any such statement made by
any person in our group is intended to be an expression of opinion only, based on
information available to us at the time, and should not be construed by you as a promIse
or guarantee.
Client Responsibilities. You agree to pay our statements for services and expenses as
provided below. In addition, you agree to be candid and cooperative with us and to keep
us informed with complete and accurate factual information, documents, and other
communications relevant to the subject matter of our representation or otherwise
reasonably requested by us. Because it is important that we be able to contact you at all
times to consult with you regarding your representation, you agree to inform us, in
writing, of any changes in the name, address, telephone number, contact person, e-mail
address, state of incorporation, or other relevant changes regarding you or your business.
In the course of our representation, we will be asking you for information and/or
instructions from time to time. You agree to be candid and cooperative with us and will
keep us informed with complete and accurate factual information, documents and other
communications relevant to the subject matter of our representation or otherwise
reasonably requested by us. You also will assist us by making business, strategic, and
technical decisions appropriate to enable completion of the work and performance of the
services, and will direct the strategic and management decisions affecting the subject
matter of our representation. We reserve the right to decline additional work if
information or instructions are not timely and to withdraw from representation altogether
if this practice persists, or if the client is not respectful and does not conduct interactions
with us in a professional manner. If the client chooses to abort the drafting of the patent
early, any work done will be charged at our hourly rate (as confirmed on our website at
the time payment is submitted) and the balance refunded.
Conclusion of Representation; Retention and Disposition of Documents. Unless
previously terminated, our representation of you in this matter will terminate upon our
sending you our final statement for services rendered in the matter. At your request, your
papers and property will be returned to you upon receipt of payment for outstanding fees
and costs. Our own files pertaining to the matter will be retained by the group. These
group files include, for example, administrative records, time and expense reports,
personnel and staffing materials, and credit and accounting records; and internal work
product such as drafts, notes, internal memoranda, and factual research, including

investigative reports, prepared by or for the internal use of all staff. All such documents
retained by the group will be transferred to the person responsible for administering OUT
records retention program. We generally store closed files for four (4) years, but in some
cases longer. We accomplish any destruction or disposition in a manner intended to
preserve the confidential nature of the contents of the file. For various reasons, including
the minimization of unnecessary storage expenses, we reserve the right to destroy or
otherwise dispose of any such documents or other materials retained by us within a
reasonable time after the termination of the engagement.
Guarantee. If the Client is unhappy with the patent draft after four revisions, Intelligent
Patent Services agrees to pay up to $3000 (for Utility Patent Applications Only) to
another patent law firm chosen by the Client. The Client is responsible for selecting the
patent law firm, having the patent law firm review the revised draft provided by
Intelligent Patent Services. Intelligent Patent Services will directly pay up to $3000 to the
second patent law firm after revision work is completed by the second patent law firm
and the revised patent is provided to Intelligent Patent Services to confirm that the work
has been completed by the second patent law firm. Intelligent Patent Services will pay the
bill for the revision work carried out by the second patent law firm with funds directly to
the second law firm up to the amount of $3000. The guarantee covers revisions to
drawings, specification, and claims of the patent draft prepared by Intelligent Patent
Services, and does not include any other form of work carried out by the second patent
law firm.
Conflicts of Interest. It is possible that a patent matter you ask us to undertake may
create a potential conflict with other clients whom we already represent We have
conducted a preliminary analysis and there does not appear to be a conflict. If, upon the
completion of our full conflict check process, we discover a potential conflict, we will
notify you immediately. We agree to use our best efforts to identify such conflicts and
deal with them appropriately before they become a problem. We will employ appropriate
screening procedures to protect any confidential information. As part of this agreement,
you accept responsibility to cooperate in resolving any potential conflicts that may be
created by our undertaking work on your behalf and understand and agree that we may
have to withdraw from representing you on matters that would create such a conflict.
Choice of Law. This agreement will be governed by and under the courts of Eagle
County, Colorado.
Estimates. As we have discussed, the fees and costs relating to this matter are not
predictable. Accordingly, we have made no commitment to you concerning the
maximum fees and costs that will be necessary to resolve or complete this matter. Any
estimate of fees and costs that we may have discussed represents only an estimate of such
fees and costs. It is also expressly understood that your obligation to pay fees and costs
is in no way contingent on the ultimate outcome of the matter.
The estimate covers prosecuting and revising the patent application as initially disclosed
by the inventor. This does not including adding substantial material during the course of

I
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drafting the patent. We are happy to make changes, but introducing substantial variations
to the patent or substantial new design aspects which create significant unforeseen
increases in the amount of work required may result in additional drafting fees.
Post-engagement Matters. You are engaging us to provide patent services in
connection with a specific matter. After completion of the matter, changes may occur in
the applicable taws or regulations that could have an impact upon your future rights and
liabilities. Unless you engage us after completion of the matter to provide additional
advice on issues arising from the matter, we have no continuing obligation to advise you
with respect to future developments.
Termination of Engagement. You may at any time terminate our services and
representation upon written notice to us. Such termination shall not, however, relieve
you of the obligation to pay for all services already rendered, including work in progress
and remaining incomplete at the time of termination, and to pay for al] expenses incurred
on your behalf through the date of termination.
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Patent Attorneys You Can Trust
Our Stanford Professionals are Experts at Protecting Your
Invention- and Always Protect your Confidentiality
Registered Patent Attorneys all with 5-20 years experience.
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We bring you the Best Quality at Great
Value And We Know You Need to Trust
Your Patent Attorney.
-

Were always working to provide exceptional service to you
our expertise at protecting inventions extends beyond lust
getting patents, we also make sure your competitors can
never bypass your patent. And we do it all at an unbelievable
value.
—

We Understand Your Position Because We’re Inventors and
Businessmen First
We started out as inventors. We have our own inventions, our own businesses, and our own

patents. We know what its like to have to find someone who can both do everything necessary
to protect your invention, AND who you can trust to help you get to your goals. Its our job to
make sure your invention reaches the market and makes you successful just as we did for
Stanford University We’re here to be more than patent attorneys we’re here to be in your
corner, to fight for you, and to make sure your invention gets protected and stays yours!

“lye been involved with a bunch of startups
around San Fran and Silicon Valley but this was
my first experience with getting a patent. tI
The cost-benefit of working with them was
huge...”
-Taylor O’Brien, San Francisco, CA

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work

‘Working with IFS was a deffiuite pleasure.
Calm, clear communicaff on. an absence of
hype and fluff, and efficiency. In the span of
several days, Iliad a complete report opinion,
and the directions I could take with my device”
-John Huttofl, Pittsburgh, PA

-

-

Starts, based on complexity)

Provisional Patents $2700-2900
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Why Do I Need High Quail

itent Work?

The point of a patent is to protect your invention. Not to have a patent. If you don’t wind up
with a patent that actually keeps competitors from copying your invention, then every dime
you spent working towards a patent was wasted. Yes, there are lower cost attorneys than us
but we do everything we can to be the lowest cost option that will do everything right on
your patent.
-

We receive many calls from inventors who have worked with less-qualified patent firms
and attorneys, whose patents have been refused by the patent office and who need us to
try to 5ave their patent and their invention.
The going rate for high quality patents is $7,500 to $10,000 and sometimes mote. We
intentionally take less money to help out our clients, but we can’t possibly charge any less than
we do because we do our job very well and it is not easy to do. So what goes into a high quality
patent, and why can’t anybody do it for you?

Money

In order to protect your invention, a patent first has to get issued. This means that you start
with a high quality patent search to make sure that there aren’t other ideas out there that will
cause your patent to get thrown out by the USPTO. It also requires that your patent claims are
written properly so that they will be allowed compared to all the patents and products that
have ever been created. That is no easy task. Additionally, your attorney must know what
they’re doing to respond to the patent office when they say (which they will) that parts of your
patent need changes in order to issue. This process is very intricate and technical, has many
possible outcomes and paths, and you only get 3 chances at revisions so you want someone
who knows what they’re doing. If your attorney is not skilled, your patent can easily just not
get issued. In fact, even skilled attorneys can’t always get the USPTO to issue a patent.
-

Quality is necessityl
The second step in protecting your invention is that your patent must have claims that are
broad enough, or cover enough ground, that a competitor can’t just change a couple
details and get around your patent. Low quality patent attorneys will simply put a lot of
details into your claims in order to make them specific enough that the claims will get allowed.
Afterall, ifyou add enough detailstoyourclaims, maybesomethinghasn’tbeen done
EXACTLY like that before and your claims will get issued. However, the more detailed your
claims are, the more any of your competitors can simply change a simple detail and make a
product that’s almost the same as yours but does not infringe on your patent. In other words,
low cost patent attorneys take the easy way out and leave you with a patent that anyone can
easily bypass. So yes, you can get a patent for $3000— but your claims will be so narrow that it
will be worthless. Better to get an attorney that can draft a patent that your competitors can’t
bypass AND who can still get your patent issued.
The last step in protecting your invention is making sure that your patent will hold up in
court if challenged. Let’s say that a competitor copies your invention and you need to stop
them from doing so. Your patent will either wind up in court, or your competitor’s lawyers will
look over your patent and see if it has any chance at holding up in court. In either case,
hundreds of precedent cases and tons of small technical details come into play that can cause
your patent to get thrown out in a court case, If your patent is thrown out, it’s as good as
worthless. What kinds of things can lead to this? For one thing, using the word ‘or” in a patent
claim implies that the nouns on either side of the “or” are equivalent. Then, if your competitors
can prove that either of those things should not stand in your claim, the whole claim will get
thrown out. Instead, the claims should say “at least one of A) and B)”. There are many details
like these. Trying to save every dime on a patent leads to allowing these details to fall by the
wayside.
In the end, it’s MUCH better to pay for a quality attorney than it is to try to get the cheapest
attorney who will do the job, and wind up with no protection for your invention at all.

The Best Quality Patent Work for Fantastic Value
Our Stanford professionals bring you the highest quality patent work at 40-50% savings.
Our goal was to cut the cost of getting a very high quality patent in half. We love working
with small companies and independent inventors just like you all across the country. We
wanted you to never have to compromise on quality to fit your budget. just because you
don’t have $13,000 for a patent, you don’t have to work with an inexperienced lone attorney
hanging their shingle on the internet. It’s taken a lot of hard work and innovation in terms of
running a patent firm, but we have succeeded in cuttingyour costs in half without affecting
quality at all, And, because patent law is national, we work with companies and Inventors
anywhere in the U.S.I In fact, about 40% of our business is on the East Coast. Our patent style
comes from the highest regarded Silicon Valley patent firms and is designed around protecting
your business interests. We aim to protect inventors and business owners like you whose
ventures will hinge on the value of only a few patents often only one.
—
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portfolios of major corporations like
hat just wont bring value to your or your business.
Your patent attorney will be totally fc
ad on your success. Not only that, but our patent
attorneys charge $400-$500 an hour in their private practices working for large corporations.
but charge only a fraction of that working through us. They do it because they believe in
helping small and medium businesses and independent inventors.

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work
Starts, based on complexity)

Provisional Patents $2700-2900

Phone: 17078207724, E-maih
BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
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Get Your Patent Fast We Don’t Make You Wait by Putting You in
Line
-

We’ll get the draft of your patent done in just 2 weeks!
Most firms over-stretch themselves and stack up work in a line. Your work takes much longer
with them because they’re constant refilling the line to keep themselves busy, and you have to
wait until they finally begin their patent. We’ve restructured the way we do things. We don’t
build a work queue we have the resources to begin your work right away. And get it done as
fast as possible. Patenting involves a large amount of work so nothing is immediate, but we’re
confident we’re as fast as anyone doing high quality work.
-

Tap Into Our Stanford Experience in Licensing and Commercializing
Inventions
We will also provide enormously valuable advice on licensing your invention to other
companies or manufacturing and selling your idea. Because we worked at Stanford
University licensing Stanford inventions to large corporations for years, and because we also
work in manufacturing and selling consumer products for the travel industry, we can answer
just about any question you might have. It’s our goal to make you a success, not just get you
a patent. We have years of experience on the business side of inventing, taking ideas and
turning them into real products and teal profits. When our patent attorneys work with you to
design your patent and protect your invention, we are focusing first on what will create value
for you. What will most help you license your invention? Protect you if you manufacture
and sell it? Add the most to the value of your company? Our office at Stanford averages $65
million per year in licensing revenues, and licenses roughly 60 out of 300 inventions per year.
Many inventions and products are unsuccessful, but with good business sense and great
direction the statistics can actually be quite good.

How Do We Manage Such High Oualitv Work?
httpi/www.patent-attomey.tv/Attomey/uulity-Patent-Attomey.html

315

Our work is the best available beca
ut patents are drafted entirely by patent attorneys
with at least 5 years experience. Unlike any other firm, we do not use para-legals to draft
patents. We don’t let rookie attorneys draft your application, then give it to a senior employee
for a brief glance. Sure, we could save money if we did. Or we could charge more for our
patents. But we believe in moving invention forward. If you would like, you can request one of
our attorneys who used to work for the USPTO examining patents. There is no better way to
make sure your patent gets granted than to use an attorney with experience on the other side
of the equation, evaluating patents for the governmentl

Patent Work Targeted at Financial Success
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of
value to your company? We have years of experience commercializing inventions from
working at Stanford University’s Office of Technology Licensing. Our job was to evaluate,
protect and license to corporations every invention that came through the university. Our
company was formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who developed a
service that innovators everywhere can benefit from

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Have Your Patent Work Carried Out with a Cutting Edge Style Designed for High Value
Patents Covering Key Technologies
-Get Quality work Done Affordably We Started Out as Inventors, and We Are Here to Help
Inventors and Businesses
-

-

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You
Provisional Patents $2700-2900

BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

Phone: 7 7078207724, E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
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How Are We Different from Other Law Firms?

Why Are We Here?

We get you our best Cost estimates up front and work hard to make sure
we come in on time and on budget. Our patent attorneys dont nickle and
dime customers with fees for phone calls, for making copies, for printing

We started Intelligent Patent Services after developing software that
revolutionized patent searching. Most of our patent search customers came

documents and more. We don’t charge you an additional $800 to do the
drawings for your patent.

back to us a surprised and disheartened at their eYperiences with the law
flrms that did their patent applications, And they were wotking with the
best, most accommodating law ferns around, They were quoted prices of
$9000-Si 2000 for fairly straightforward patents, And those fees didn’t even
include the drawingsl Attorneys at respectable law firms had tried to
tonvince them that they needed to apply for three separate patents, when
we only saw value in applying for one. Firms shrugged and iust billed more
when costs overran additional estimates. I’m an inventor myself, and I
didn’t like what I was hearing. So we hired a staff of fantastic attorneys
and started offering patent services targeted at what you need,

ittp://www.patent-attomey.W/Attomey!Utility-Patent-Attomey.html
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Patent Attorneys

FAQ

Patent Attorneys You Can Trust
Our Stanford Professionals are Experts at Protecting Your
Invention- and Atways Protect your Confidentiality
Registered Patent Attorneys all with 520 years experience.

We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere In the U.S.!
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We bring you the Best Quality at Great
Value And We Know You Need to Trust
Your Patent Attorney.
-

We’re always working to provide exceptional service to you
our expertise at protecting inventions extends beyond lust
getting patents, we also make sure your competitors can
never bypass your patent. And we do it all at an unbelievable
value.
—

We Understand Your Position Because We’re Inventors and
Businessmen First
We started out as inventors. We have our own inventions, our own businesses, and our own
patents. We know what its like to have to find someone who can both do everything necessary
to protect your invention, AND who you can trust to help you get to your goals. It’s our job to
make sure your invention teaches the market and makes you successful -just as we did for
Stanford University. We’re here to be more than patent attorneys we’re here to be in your
corner, to fight for you, and to make sure your invention gets protected and stays yoursl

“rye been involved with a bunch of startups
around San Fran and Silicon Valley hut this was
my first experience with getting a patent.
The cost-benefit of working with them was
huge...’
.Taylor O’Brien, San Francisco, CA

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work

Working with IFS was a definite pleasure.
Calm, clear communication, an absence of
hype and fludi, and efficiency. In the span of
several days, I had a complete report, opinion.
and the directions I could take with my device”
-John Hutton. Pittsburgh, PA
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Utility Patent Attorney- Intelligent Patent Services

Why Do I Need High OuaIit

tent Work?

The point of a patent is to protect your invention. Not to have a patent. If you don’t wind up
with a patent that actually keeps competitors from copying your invention, then every dime
you spent working towards a patent was wasted. Yes, there are lower cost attorneys than us
but we do everything we can to be the lowest cost option that will do everything right on
your patent.
-

We receive many calls from inventors who have worked with less-qualified patent firms
and attorneys, whose patents have been refused by the patent office and who need us to
try to save their patent and their invention.
The going rate for high quality patents is $7,500 to $10,000 and sometimes more. We
intentionally take less money to help out our clients, but we can’t possibly charge any less than
we do because we do out job very well and it is not easy to do. So what goes into a high quality
patent, and why can’t anybody do it for you?

Money

In order to protect your invention, a patent first has to get issued. This means that you start
with a high quality patent search to make sure that there aren’t other ideas out there that will
cause your patent to get thrown out by the USPTO. It also requires that your patent claims are
written properly so that they will be allowed compared to all the patents and products that
have ever been created. That is no easy task. Additionally, your attorney must know what
they’re doing to respond to the patent office when they say (which they will) that parts of your
patent need changes in order to issue. This process is very intricate and technical, has many
possible outcomes and paths, and you only get 3 chances at revisions so you want someone
who knows what they’re doing. If your attorney is not skilled, your patent can easily just not
get issued. In fact, even skilled attorneys can’t always get the USPTO to issue a patent.
—

si
The second step in protecting your invention is that your patent must have claims that are
broad enough, or cover enough ground, that a competitor can’t just change a couple
details and get around your patent. Low quality patent attorneys will simply put a lot of
details into your claims in order to make them specific enough that the claims will get allowed.
After all, if you add enough details to your claims, maybe something hasn’t been done
EXACTLY like that before and your claims will get issued. However, the more detailed your
claims are, the more any of your competitors can simply change a simple detail and make a
product that’s almost the same as yours but does not infringe on your patent. In other words,
low cost patent attorneys take the easy way out and leave you with a patent that anyone can
easily bypass. So yes, you can get a patent for $3000 but your claims will be so narrow that it
will be worthless. Better to get an attorney that can draft a patent that your competitors can’t
bypass AND who can still get your patent issued.
-

The last step in protecting your invention is making sure that your patent will hold up in
court if challenged. Let’s say that a competitor copies your invention and you need to stop
them from doing so. Your patent will either wnd up in court, or your competitor’s lawyers will
look over your patent and see if it has any chance at holding up in court. In either case,
hundreds of precedent cases and tons of small technical details come into play that can cause
your patent to get thrown out in a court case. If your patent is thrown out, it’s as good as
worthless. What kinds of things can lead to this? For one thing, using the word “or” in a patent
claim implies that the nouns on either side of the “or” are equivalent. Then, if your competitors
can prove that either of those things should not stand in your claim, the whole claim will get
thrown out. Instead, the claims should say “at least one of A) and B)”. There are many details
like these. Trying to save every dime on a patent leads to allowing these details to fall by the
wayside.
In the end, it’s MUCH better to pay for a quality attorney than it is to try to get the cheapest
attorney who will do the job, and wind up with no protection for your invention at all.

The Best Quality Patent Work for Fantastic Value
Our Stanford professionals bring you the highest quality patent work at 40-50% savings.
Our goal was to cut the cost of getting a very high quality patent in half. We love working
with small companies and independent inventors just like you all across the country. We
wanted you to never have to compromise on quality to fit your budget. just because you
don’t have $13,000 for a patent, you don’t have to work with an inexperienced lone attorney
hanging their shingle on the internet. It’s taken a lot of hard work and innovation in terms of
running a patent firm, but we have succeeded in cutting your costs in half without affecting
quality at all. And, because patent law is national, we work with companies and inventors
anywhere in the U.S.! In fact, about 40% of our business is on the East Coast. Our patent style
comes from the highest regarded Silicon Valley patent firms and is designed around protecting
your business interests. We aim to protect inventors and business owners like you whose
ventures will hinge on the value of only a few patents often only one.
—
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Utility Patent Attorney- Intelligent Patent Services
at just wont bring value to your or your business.
portfolios of major corporations like
Your patent attorney will be totally focused on your success. Not only that, but our patent
attorneys charge $400-$500 an hour in their private practices working for large corporations,
but charge only a fraction of that working through us. They do it because they believe in
helping small and medium businesses and independent inventors.

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You

BEFORE Work

Starts, based on complexity)

Provisional Patents $2700-2900

Phone: 1 -707-820-7724, E-mail:
BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
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Get Your Patent Fast We Don’t Make You Wait by Putting You in
Line
-

We’ll get the draft of your patent done in just 2 weeks!
Most firms over-stretch themselves and stack up work in a line. Your work takes much longer
with them because they’re constant refilling the line to keep themselves busy, and you have to
wait until they finally begin their patent. We’ve restructured the way we do things. We don’t
build a work queue we have the resources to begin your work right away. And get it done as
fast as possible. Patenting involves a large amount of work so nothing is immediate, but were
confident we’re as fast as anyone doing high quality work.
-

Tap Into Our Stanford Exierience in Licensing and Commercializing
Inventions
We will also provide enormously valuable advice on licensing your invention to other
companies or manufacturing and selling your idea. Because we worked at Stanford
University licensing Stanford inventions to large corporations for years, and because we also
work in manufacturing and selling consumer products for the travel industry, we can answer
just about any question you might have, It’s our goal to make you a success, not just get you
a patent. We have years of experience on the business side of inventing, taking ideas and
turning them into real products and real profits. When our patent attorneys work with you to
design your patent and protect your invention, we are focusing first on what will create value
for you. What will most help you license your invention? Protect you if you manufacture
and sell it? Add the most to the value of your company? Our office at Stanford averages $65
million per year in licensing revenues, and licenses roughly 60 out of 300 inventions per year.
Many inventions and products are unsuccessful, but with good business sense and great
direction the statistics can actually be quite good.

How Do We Manage Such High Oualitv Work?
http:llwww.patent-attomey.tv/Ailomey/Utility-Patent-Aftomey.html
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Utility Patent Attorney- Intelligent Patent Services
Our work is the best available because our patents are drafted entirely by patent attorneys
with at least 5 yeats experience. Unlike any other firm, we do not use para-legals to draft
patents. We don’t let rookie attorneys draft your application, then give it to a senior employee
for a brief glance. Sure, we could save money if we did. Or we could charge more for our
patents. But we believe in moving invention forward. If you would like, you can request one of
our attorneys who used to work for the USPTO examining patents. There is no better way to
make sure your patent gets granted than to use an attorney with experience on the other side
of the equation, evaluating patents for the governmentl

Patent Work Targeted at Financial Success
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of
value to your company? We have years of experience commercializing inventions from
working at Stanford University’s Office of Technology Licensing. Our job was to evaluate,
protect and license to corporations every invention that came through the university. Our
company was formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who developed a
service that innovators everywhere can benefit from

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Have Your Patent Work Carried Out with a Cutting Edge Style Designed for High Value
Patents Covering Key Technologies
-Get Quality work Done Affordably We Started Out as Inventors, and We Are Here to Help
Inventors and Businesses
-

-

Premium Utility Patents $4900-$5300 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)
Provisional Patents $2700-2900

Phone: 7 —707—820—7724, E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

[
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How Are We Different from Other Law Firms?

Why Are We Here?

We get you our best cost estimates up front and work hard to make sure
we come in on time and on budget. Our patent attorneys don’t nickle and
dime customers with fees for phone calls, for making copies, for printing
documents and mote. We don’t charge you an additional $800 to do the
drawings for your patent.

We started Intelligent Patent Services after developing software that
revolutionized patent searching. Most of our patent search customers came
back to us a surprised and disheartened at their experiences with the law
firms that did their patent applications. And they were working with the
best, most accommodating law firms around. They were quoted prices of
59000.512000 for fairly straightforward patents, And those fees didn’t even
include the drawingsl Attorneys at respectable law firms had tried to
convince them that they needed to apply for three separate patents. when
we only saw value in applying for one. Firms shrugged and just billed more

when costs overran additional estimates. I’m an inventor myselt and I
didn’t like what I was hearing. So we hired a staff of fantastic attorneys
and started offering patent services targeted at what you need.

hllp:llwww.patent-attorney.tv/Attomey/Utility-Patent-Aftomey.html
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Utility Patent Attorney- Intelligent Patent Services
About Us
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1-707-820-7724

Patent Law
® Intelligent
Patent Law Firm
Quality Patents

Home
Home

Patent Seacciting

Value Service

Portfolio

Patent Attorneys

FAQ

About us

About Us

(See Our Resumes Below)
Founded by three employees end graduates from Stanford University and Stanford UnIversity’s Office otTechfllogy Ucensing. Intelligent Patent
Services was created to help inventors and busIness innovators turn their Ideas Into business successes. Traditional law firms are specialists only In
patent work, and have no experience buIlding businesses, licensing lnventions, and developing products. If your InventIon doesn’t reach the public or
create a profit, it does no good to have it protected. We brought the vast knowledge and experience of Stanford University’s technology transfer
office, the second most successful In the world, to the public to support invention and innovatIon as a whole.

Call Us Now! 1-707-820-7724

[

Get Started

]

Resumes, Experience and Backgrounds of our lounders and Attorneys:
Attorneys

Michael Smith
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office registration number 45,368
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC)
District of Columbia
U.S. Supreme Court

Education
Capital University Law School, Columbus, OH
J.D.
University of MInnesota, Minneapolis, MN
M.SA
University of St Thomas, St Paul, MN
Bk, Computer Science

Associations
American lnteilectuai Prooertv LawAssociatlon.

EXHIBIT K

Work Experience
Research in Motion Ltd. (makers of Blackberry® smartphones) 0412009— 06/2011
Pat-ant Counsel
Drafted patent applications for high-value inventions a variety of smartphone technologies. Draft
claims for continuation applications for high-value inventions.
Supervised outside counsel in patent drafting and prosecution in Jurisdictions inciuding tha U.S., PCT,
Europa, UK, Germany, India, China, Hong Kong and Singapore, in phone, VOiP, media applications
and manufacturing/tasting.
Conducted meetings with technical ieaders and business managers to review and discern possible
patentable inventions for evaiuacion by the Patent Committee in upcoming product reieases.
Presented invention disclosures invoiving RF technology for evaluation by the corporate Patent
Committee and partidpate as a voting member of the Patent Committee.
Ramirez and Smith, Washington DC 02/2002 04/2009
PatentAttorney
Patent Practice Experience: Drafted more than 150 patent applications in 7 yearn and drafted 2-3
responses each week Prosecuted over 60 patent applications to issuance. Representative technologies
include medical imaging software and mechanical structures, voice recognition, medical devices,
wireless devices and software (including Biuetooth), database management server software, dick drive
controller firmware, wireless keypad entry, mechanicei devices, ecommerce business methods, medical
devices, spectroscopy and rocket engines. Conducted interviews of Examiners and draft responses to
Office Actions, Prepared end prosecuted egency appeals before the Board of Appeais and Interferences
of the U.S. Patent and Trademark office (USPTO). Drafted validity snd infringement opinions. Draft
non-disclosure agreements (NDA), Prepared and prosecuted P patent applications. Counseled
clients on patent infringement and freedsm to operate, Supervised patent drafting performed by
employees ofa client in india. Patent clients induded IBM, WaveMAX, General Einctric Heaithcare,
AT&T/SBC, NASA, 21 Corp., RP Engineering and a variety of smaii clients.
Schwegman, Lundberg, Woessner 8, Kiuth, PA., Mlnneepoiis, MN 05/1999 02/2002
Patent Attomey
Conducted disclosure interviews and drafted more than sixty (60+) patent applications for electrical and
software computer technoiogies. Drafted validity and infringement opinions, Counseled clients
conceming patentability and infringement issues, and recommended course of action. Drafted
responses and appeals to the USPTD, the European Patent Office and the Japan Patent Office, Primary
client was Microsoft Corp., but aiso represented Seagate Corp. Intel, Silicon Graphics inc., Digital
qdone, Skyflre (wireless technologies) and a variety of small clients,
United States Patent and Trademark Office, Arlington, VA 04/1 998 —0411999
Patent Examiner
Examined petent applications and prepared Office Actions.
—

—

Technical Work Experience
Bank One Corporation. (now j.P. Morgan Chase), Columbus, DH
09/1996— 04/1998
Team Leader
Managed dewiopment fsr the first three releases of a pioneering internet-based transactional banking
software system at the nation’s fourth largest bank. The system was one of the first 4-5 lntnmet-based
transactional banking software systema. The system Included functions that are now common to all
Internet-based transactional banking software systems, such as account historyview, bill pay, Interaccount
transfer and profile management. Managed a team of software engineers in the development of
the system using object-oriented C++,javascript and HTML on UNIX. interviewed candidates for
open posItions on the teem. Led the analysis of the program and identified the programmingtasks,
Defined the coding standards. Participated in the analysis, programming, and testing. Liaisoned
between my team and other teems to define interfacea to the software of otherteams. Led a team in a
high-level corporate-wide evaluation ofjava.
Consulting Software Engineer
06/1992— 8/1996
Developed software for a variety of applications, including image processing, database management
device drivers, and Inventory management for clients Including IBM and Lucent inciuding technical
lender of a team of programmers in development of an inventory management system written in C++
on Sun Soiaris computers which was completed on-time, about 30% under budget with no errors In
production.

USPTO Registration Number 68571
New York State Bar
Education
University of Minnesota Law School,J.D. cum ieudn, 2011
Minn.Journal of Intemational Law
,nnr

beorgia institute or ecnnorogy, as. in

Las

cngrneering zuus

Experience
Ryder, Lu, Mazzeo & Koniessny, Philadelphia, PA September, 2011 -2013
Patent Prosecution Experience
Drefted and flied a variety of utility patent applications Including mechenical devices, electronics
devices, dvii engineering devices end biomedical composition/process.
Drafted end flied a large number of design patents,
Drafted a large number of Office Action Responses for utility end design patents.
Worked on several lnter-parte and ex-parte reexamination proceedings.
Drafted several preliminary Infringement opinions.
Conducted prior arts search and wrote patentability opinions one variety of arts,
Advised international clients on various US patent filing issues.

Litigation Experience
Represented international corporations in complex commercial and iP htigations.
Worked in a full jury trial in a $46 million commercial litigation in a Federal Court.
Represented an international corporation in a $5.5 miiiion commercial arbitration,
Conducted intarnadonai services through judicial authorities offtrelgn countries.
Drafted various pieadings, motions and briefs for commercial and IP litigations.
Drafted various discovery requests and motions for court proceedings.
Drafted motions, answers and discovery requests for USiTC proceedings.
Prepared litigation exhibits for trials, hearings, and otherJudiciai proceedings.
Conducted discovery and research in document management software such as Summation.
Prepared clients for depositions and trial examinations.
Trademark Experience
Worked on saversi Trademark canceiiation-petftion proceedings.
Drafted severai Trademark appilcations,
Drafted several Trademark Office Action responses.
Work Experience
U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington DC June, 2010- August 2010
Alabama Attorney Generats Office, Montgomery, AL June, 2009 -July, 2009
Research & Development EnglneerJuiy 2006— August 2008
Clvii Engineer March 2005 —July 2006, Evans Mflier Engineering in Atlanta, GA

lames Kevsill
USPTO Registration Number 61807
Education
Georgetown University Law Center, Washington DCJuris Doctor, May 2004
Howard University, Washington DC (College of Engineering, Architecture and Computer Science)
Bachelor of Science, Systems and Computer Science, May 2001
Professionai Licenses
Registered Patent Attorney. US. Patent and Trademark Office
* Court Admissions: florida Ba Ohio Ban US. District
Court, Southern & Middle Districts of florida
*

Patent and intellectual Property Experience
Employers
Maim Haley DiMaggio Bowen & Lhota, P.A., Ft Lauderdaie, ft 2005-2012
The Keys Law Arm, PLLC, Miramar, FL 2012-2013
*

Experience
• Extensive experience drafting and prosecuting of patent apptcatlons, preparing federal trademark and
copyright applications, and with litigation matters concerning patents, copyrights, trademarks
(registered and common law), and unfair competition.
• Prosecution responsibilities inciuded, drafting patent appflcations, preparing responses to office
actions, and performing examiner interviews, with substantiai exposure to drafting and proaerutlng
process, machine, and article of manufacture daims, as well as post-Biiski business method claims,
Developed a considerable expertise in litigation tasks in areas such as motion practice (induding
discovery, and dispositive motions), written discovery administration (including c-discovery), Markman
briefing, taking and defending depositions, participating in hearings and oral arguments, mediation, and
trial preparation,
Representative Technologies from Work Experience

Mechanical Device innovations; Electromechanical Devices; Electromagnetic Components; Electronic
Circuitry; Electronic Commerce; Medical Devices; Position Tracking Devices; Computer Hardware;
Computer Software; Data Storage; Digital Signal Processing; Electrical Wiring Radio Frequency
identification Technology; Semiconductor Sensors; Signai Transmission Devices; Telecommunication
Devices
Other Work
Huron Consulting Group, Miramar, FL
David W Kapor & Associates, Cincinnati, pH
MorganGunnkeys, LLC, Cindnnati, DH
Greenebaum DoN & McDonald, PLLC, Cincinnati, OH / Covington, KY
Federated Department Stores, Mason, OH
Procter & Gembie Distributing Company, Cincinnati, OH
Professional Memberships
Stephen R. BooherAmerican inn of Court; American Bar Assodation; Broward County Bar
Association; American intebectuai Property Law Association;

Andrew C-raff
Bar Admissions
Member of the State Bar of Colorado, Oct 2009
Registered Attorney with the United States Patenc and Trademark Office, May 2009
Member of the State Bar of Michigan, NOv. 2008
Education
Ave Maria School of Law, Ann Arbor, Mi
juris Doctor, May 2008
Purdue University, West Lafayette, iN
ES. Materiais and Stience Engieeering, May 2005
Professional Experience
Krajec Patent Dfflces, Loveland, CO
Contract Attorney, November 2011 Present
Prosecute Pending Applications
Draft Complete Responses to Pnai and Non-Anal Office Actions for Major Corporation
• Drafted non-provisional patent appilcation for small business
Hewieft Packard, Fort Coflina, CO
Contract Employee, December 2010—Present
Project Manager for Patent Data integrity Project
• Handie date integration of new acquisitions
Christopher P. Maiorana, P.C., St Cialr Shores, Mi
Associate, October 2008— May 29,2009
Law Cierk, May 2007— September 2t08
Extensive experience in prosecution of petent applications in the electricai engineering fleid
• Reaponsibtities inciuded drafting (N responses to office actions, (8) reply briefs, (IN) pre-appeal
briefs, (iv) non-provisional appflcauons, and Ov) daims
Patent Law Clinic, Ave .Maria School of Law, Ann Arbor, Mi
Legai intern,january 2008— May2008
—

Cody eareta
Bar Admissions
• Colorado, Registration Number 42596
• United States Patent & Trademark Office, Registration Number 66753

Education
University of Denver, Sturm College of Law Denver, CO
J.D. May 2010
‘Awarded the Townsend Prize for inteiectuai Property Writing and Sthoiarahip: Eliminating
Uncertainty and Promoting Science through Technoicgicai Ms
Boston University Co%ege of Engineering Boston, MA
B,S, in Manufacturing Engineering May 200S
Related Coursework: Electric Circuit Theory; Micro electronic Device Manufacturing
Legal Experience

Sentet, Goidfarb & Rice Denver, Co
AssoclateJune 2011 Present
• Manage all aspects of construction cases, including drafting initial case evaluations, answers,
thirdparty
complaints, written discovery, dispositlve motions and release agreements
• Prepare for and take depositions of construction professionals In multi-million dollar lawsuit
Outten & Golden Denver, CO
Employment Litigation ContractAttorney September 2010 —June 2911
Dorsey& Whitney Denver, CO
lnternshipjanuary 2010—July 2010
• Commended for drafting sections of accelerated examination patent application In software field
• Developed and created drawings for electrical engineering-related patentapplication
• Created complex family trees detailing national and International utility, continuation and CiP
applications
McKenzie Rhody & Hearn Cone Tree, CO
Summer Clerk May 2009— August 2009
Qwest Communications Corporation Denver, CO
Summer Clerk May 2038— August 2008
• Analyzed end drafted memorandum in regards to potential defenses for patent infringement case
—

Technical Work Experience
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company Cittleton, CO
Facilities Engineer AssocIate October 2006— August 2007
Integrated Mehanicai CCC Fort Collins, CO
Design engineer September 2005— August 2006
Raytheon Andover, MA
InternshipJanuary— May2005
• ProF. Aut0CAD, CaseMAP, Vislo, and comprehension of matlab and C++
-

Oak SteI rt. CEO
-Published, Personally Owned Patents Pending In High Performance Athletic Equipment, Social
Networking, Patent Search and Artifidal Intelligence, Online Marketing Platforms, Online retail platforms, and more. Of these, some are published
under U.S. patent number 9,072,938 and the latter under
U.S. appUcatlon number 201 20072497
-Patents for Stanford University In Medical Devices, U.S. Patent 8,491,665, also published as U.S.
application number 20100161079
-Over one hundred additional patent applications through intelligent Patent Services, a selection of which can be seen herein our portfolio
-Eleven additional utility and provisional patents which are not yet published (either recently applied
for, or provisional patents not advanced to utility patents by Stanford)- both personaily owned patents
and patents for Stanford University In electronic devices, software, and propulsion
-Drafting and flulne of applications Including: 14520216 “Laser Level Eyewear Apparatus’, 1446S772 ‘Air Conditioning Companion Stabilizer
System”, 14444702 “Networked System of Introduction Consoles for Stimulating New Social InteractIons”, 14103010 “StreamlIned AllergyTestlng
Method and Kit”, 13754891 ‘Cucky 38 Baccarat Side Bet’, 160S9936 ‘Motorised Foldable Bed Frame Assembly”, 13S6227S “Generating A Measure
of intransmisslblllty Hazard from Extreme Heterogeneous Oats’, 16063502 “Moduar Folding Bed Frame Set’, 14457020 ‘Adjustable Trailer Hitch
Security Apparatus’, 14242572 “Cribbage Board Having Illuminating Peg Holes’, 14228293 “System and Method for Delivering an inhalable Sugar
Formulation’, 14016070 K Flexible Cleat Shoe”, 14071566 “VehIcle Sat Harness Anchoring System”, 294717141 “Shawl’, 14019185 “Reversible
Force Measuring Device’, 14511501 “Threaded Fastener Hole Repair Apparatus”, 14494398 “Adjustable Angle PlanerTabie”, 29509035 “Tree
Topper”, 20579221 “Dual Compartment Mountable Sanitation Station”, 29510214 “ChaIr Cover for Sporting Events”, 13922398 “Power-Assist Fire
Hose Reel’, 13916795 “HanglngToWel with Reinforcing Stitches’, 61811586 “A Snow Removal Velt’cle and a Method to Remove Snow”, 13897486
“Yard Caddy”, 13888472 “Faucet Attachment Adapter”, 13888286 “Launch System for a PetToy”, 29451 441 “Spare Tire Helper”, 13782107 “Self
Body Massager”, 14332S06 “Novel Skin Care Composition with Magnesium Aluminum SilIcate”, 13686845 “The G.R.i.D. (Gradual Resistance
Incremental Demand) System”, 1408177 “Pressure Mounted Storage Apparatus”, 13562272 “Generating Updated Data from Interrelated
Heterogeneous Data’, 13562268 “Generating Updated Data from Extreme Heterogeneous Data”
-Written and co-written over 125 patents for Stanford and at Intelligent Patent Services
-Masters of Science in AeronautIcs and Astronautics, Stanford UnIversity, 2007
-USPTO Registered Attorney
-Bachelors of Science in Engineering with focus in Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford University,
2007
-Focus In propulsion and aerodynamics. Experience with solis, liquid and hybrid rocket engines,
research study and simulation of ramjet engines, and autonomous filghtvehlcles
-Stanford University Office of Technology Licensing- Patent Prosecution, Patent Search, Marketing,
and Licensing, 2007-2011
-Duties included: Drafting utility patents for university Inventions; Drafting provisional patents for
university Inventions; Conducting patent searches and delivering patentability opinions to determine if
Stanford would pursue patent protection or other paths to commercialization; Marketing all new
technoiogles from Stanford Unlversityto industry corporations; Initiating licensing deals
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automotive technology (such as HCCI, homogeneous charge compression ignition), medical devices,
semIconductor end electronics Inventions (such as LEDILCO screen technologies, gallium arsenide
chip components, transistor technologies, and many others), photonics technologies, medical Imeging,
software technologies (such as educational software, power plant management software,
-Oek has written all of the articles In our Inventors Comersectlon, the Internet’s most complete end In depth collection of ertldes covering patents,
Invention, licensing, marketing, prototyplng, and manufacturing for any level of reader

Lisp. Cofounder
‘Bachelors of Science Biological Engineering, Massschusetts Institute of Technology, 1992
‘Masters of Science In Gas Chromatography, VCU, 1994
Stanford University Office of Technology LIcensing, 1999-2011
NOTE: Lisa does notwork directly with clients so her full info ls abridged

Lisa. Cofounder
‘Bachelors of Science BiologIcal Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technoiogy, 1992
‘Masters of Science In Gas Chromatography, VCU, 1994
Stanford UniversIty Office of Technology LicensIng, 1999-2011
NOTE; Lisa does not work directly with clients so har Ml Info Is abridged

Debbie. cofoundar
-Bachelors of Sclance in Mechanical Enginearing Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1992
-Capstone Investments Industry Analyst, 1999-2008
Stanford University Office of Technology Ucanslng, 2008-2014
NOTE: Debbie does not work directly with clients so her fttli Info Is abridged
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Kim Ikeler

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dak Steiert <dak.steiertgmail.com>
Friday, October 20, 2017 3:44 PM
Barela, Cody
Hess, Stephen A.; Skinner, Robert J.; Dencker, Joe;
Stiliwagon, Bryan A.; Whitmore, Peter; Mill, John W.
Relationship with Intelligent Patent Services and Dak
Steiert
Cody_Barela_Resume, (mostly Electrical, Software,
Construction).pdf

Mr. Barela,
You should check your codybarela(grnail.com e-mail account for contact you initiated on 5/23/12 in response
to a Craigslist ad from my company, including your resume, and also check your phone logs from that period of
time before making false statements to the Eagle County District Attorney that you do not know and have never
heard of Dak Steiert and Intelligent Patent Services.
The right thing to do would be to check that information and then make a follow up contact with the District
Attorney informing them that you have made a mistake which has resulted in the inappropriate filing of felony
charges. I hope you simply forgot, as there could have been significant reason to make such a mistake
intentionally.
It would be the proper action to correct the mistake and ask that the District Attorney drop the charges. instead
of allowing someone’s life to be potentially ruined by felony charges because you forgot about something,
which I suppose could happen after years of time passed and in consideration that we never ultimately sent you
a case.
Attached is your resume that you supplied at that period of time when you initiated contact and before entering
into an agreement to take contracted cases, correct? (I added the notes to the title at that time)
Thank you,
Dak

1

Cody Michael Barela
1827 S. Emerson St. • Denver, Colorado 80210 • 970-412-0301

•

codybarela@gmail.com

LICENSES
• Colorado, Registration Number 42596
• United States Patent & Trademark Office, Registration Number 66753
EDUCATION
University of Denver, Sturm College of Law
Denver, CO
J.D.
May2010
• Awarded the Townsend Prize for Intellectual Property Writing and Scholarship: Eliminating
Uncertainty and Promoting Science through Technological Arts
• Staff Editor, Transportation Law Journal
Boston University College of Engineering
B.S. in Manufacturing Engineering
Related Coursework: Electric Circuit Theory; Microelectronic Device Manufacturing

Boston, MA
May 2005

LEGAL EXPERIENCE
Senter, Goldfarb & Rice
Denver, CO
Associate
June 2011 Present
• Manage all aspects of construction cases, including drafting initial case evaluations, answers, thirdparty complaints, written discovery, dispositive motions and release agreements
• Prepare for and take depositions of construction professionals in multi-million dollar lawsuit
—

Outten & Golden
Employment Litigation Contract Attorney

September 2010

Denver, CO
June 2011
—

Dorsey & Whitney
Denver, CO
Internship
January 2010 July 2010
Commended for drafting sections of accelerated examination patent application in software field
• Developed and created drawings for electrical engineering-related patent application
• Created complex family trees detailing national and international utility, continuation and Cll
applications
—

McKenzie Rhody & Hearn
Summer Clerk

May 2009

Lone Tree, CO
August 2009
—

Qwest Communications Corporation
Denver, CO
Summer Clerk
May 2008 August 2008
• Analyzed and drafted memorandum in regards to potential defenses for patent infringement case
—

ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE
Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company
Facilities Engineer Associate
-

October 2006

Integrated Mechanical LLC
Design Engineer

Littleton, CO
August 2007

—

Fort Collins, CO
September 2005 August 2006
—

Raytheon
Internship

Andover, MA
January May 2005
—

SKILLS/COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
• ProE, AutoCAD, CaseMAP, Visio, and comprehension of matlab and C++
• Reporter for the Colorado IF Inns of Court
• Young Lawyer Project Leader for the Colorado Bar Association IP Section
• Big Brother in Big Brothers Big Sisters Program; former 8th grade basketball coach
—

—

City Champions

Kim Ikeler

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cody Barela <codybarelagmail.com>
Monday, November 20, 2017 8:48 PM
Barela, Cody
Fwd: Please Call Eagle County DA

Forwarded message
from: Dak Stelert <dak.steiert@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 6:16 PM
Subject: Re: Please Call Eagle County DA
To: Cody Barela <codybarela(gmail.com>
And if you were contacted by the USPTO, I was not aware. They did not ask me. They simply grabbed your
info from a page on our site that I didn’t even know it was on. Had they asked me I would have told them you
never did a case with us, which you didn’t. But we did have an agreement and it did not have any agreed upon
expriation, and like I said you could have simply asked to have your information removed, said you had moved
to a new position and told us where your information appeared and we would have just taken it down.
Please take the time to do the right thing and contact the Eagle County DA or at least send me a brief statement
that you had forgotten about the contact or whatever happened.
On Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 8:10 PM, Dak Steiert <dak.steiert@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Cody,
Please call the Eagle County DA and let them know that you were mistaken about not knowing who Dak
Steiert and Intelligent Patent Services.
This is your e-mail from 5/23/12 to me.
Pa,ent Ageni or Adomey PositiOn (Csiorado)
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You agreed to take cases from us in the phone conversation, our contracted webmaster mentioned you on the
site and there was no end to that agreement. It simply was never taken down. No one ever asked about you and
I didn’t know your information was even on the site. You could have asked at any point to have it taken down
because you were no longer available.

1

I am being charged with a felony because of that. There was no false representation. The DA would drop the
charge if you would simply call the Eagle County District attorney’s office or send me a written statement to
share with them.
My life might be mined over this for absolutely no reason. Please do the right thing, this started entirely with
the statement from Sherman Howard to the Eagle County District Attorney and that is the only significant
piece of evidence they are citing.
DI
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Patent Law Firm

“My firm uses IPS flntelligenc ?atCnt
Services] for most of our searches. They do
ffordably than we can

Contact U
Portfolio
Inventors Corner- See Our Expertise tirsthand. Learn All About Patents and Invention
View Our Previous Work
FAQ
Inventors Corner- Learn All About Patents and Invention

so Firm, Palo Alto, CA

“I’ve been involved with a bunch of
startups around San Fran and Silicon Valley
but this was my first experience with
getting a patent. [...] The cost-benefit of
working with them was huge
‘tylor (YLtrien, San IiniiflCiSCO, CA

FAQ
Contact IJs

Get The Best Quality US Patent Search
from Stanford Experienced Professonas.

And still save hundreds!

Our Registered Patent Attorneys with 10-20 years of experience do all of our patent drafting.
We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere in the US!

Get a Patent Search Worth $2500-$2500 but Pay On’y 900 DoHars!
We are Experience YOU C2fl Trust.

AI0 are the new face of potent search. We all know you shouldn’t get cheap patent work just to save money. That’s why we
bring you a combination of the highest search quality with the lowest possible cost — and do it for you quickly and easily. You
want to know if your invention can get a patent, and, more importantly, if a patent is going to be valuable enough to you to be
worth pursuing. You want to know that a patent will give you enough value and protection against competitors to be worth
pursuing. We are inventors ourselves and we have years of experience in licensing inventions, manufacturing products and
running a business - we will do everything we can to help you not just get a patent, but make your idea successful.
Other law tirms charge you large markups for patent searches performed by search specialists like our firm. In fact, several
firms charge $1100 for our searches. Deal with us directly and cut out the middle man. Save $400-$1000 compared to searches
from any other law firm. This is possible because we changed the ways searches are done. We spent 3 years at Stanford
University’s Office of Technology Licensing developing the world’s only artificially Expert Patent and prior art search system.
Standard search methods can’t match the benefits we provide, but with the tools we developed we bring you the best US patent
search and save you money at the same time.
We still personally carry out your search, using our expertise and years of experience — the system just saves us hours of sifting
through unrelated patents, This way we focus out time on getting you a high quality US patent search and very accurate
patentability opinion. The standard search method requires wasting time reading through hundreds of pages that aren’t related
to your invention to find the best results, Our competitors do great work this way, but it costs them a lot more. We used
innovation to change the traditional process, and save you from paying for any unnecessary time!

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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Complete Patent Search and Search Results +-9€ only 469.99 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

\Ne Guarantee: It our search

doesn’t do a better job finding the important paents and products toryour field than anyone else, wet give you your

money back’

Phone: 1 -650-691 -8291 (1 -650-691 -8291),
E-mail: Business Development@ipsearchagent.com

/

.-.

.4.

-

F;

4

There are companies charging $250 for patent searches. But these searches don’t look through existing products or scientific
journals both key in determining patentability. Learning what products already exist similar to your invention is also key to
being successful in your market. Furthermore, these $250 searches frequently don’t include patentability opinions. Theyjust
send you a printed list of what they find.
-

We do much more in our searches than tell you if your invention is patentable or not. More importantly, we research and tell
you how valuable a patent on your invention will be. You need to know how broad your patent can be This will tell you how
hard it will be to get around your patent. It will also tell you how well your patent will protect your business and invention from
competitors. Will your patent give you a valuable competitive edge and solidly protect your invention? We’ll tell you.
Finally, we use your search to create the strongest possible patent by taking into account what we’ve found. We’ll use the search
results to make sure your patent best protects you against competitors!

Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of value to your company? We have
years of experience commercializing inventions from working at Stanford University’s Office of Technology Licensing. Our job
was to evaluate, protect and license to corporations every invention that came through the university. Our company was
formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from.

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Get Your Results Fast 2 Days to Get Search Results (Fastest around, no rush lees like law firms)
-Be Sure We Have Found Everything We search Existing Products and Scientific journals as well as patents and patent
-

-

-

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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applications. Most searchers only search patent material.

Complete Search and Search Results 125 only 900 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

Phone: 1 -650-691 -8291 (1-650-691-8291),
E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

WEi.fi
f

.1

What Benefits Does Our Service Deliver?
We make sure your invention is very well protected from competitors. We use complete search results to help you determine
where you should focus your protection efforts. Whether you get a patent or are best off seeking other protection, weve been
making protection decisions using all available information for years. When applying for a patent, you need to know what
aspects of your invention you should spend the most effort protecting. This will provide stronger protection and ensure that
your patent gets granted the worst thing you can have happen is to get your application rejected.
-

Do you want to make sure you get a great patentability opinion? And a complete overview of your market and competing
technologies? All of our employees are engineers. I myself have a Masters of Science in Aeronautics and Astronautics from
Stanford University. As I mentioned above, we have provided patentability opinions for the inventions coming from Stanford
research for years. Additionally, our office at Stanford is focused on licensing technologies to corptrations. This means one of
our major goals is to lay out a picture of your market and your competitors. This lets us design a strategy that will help you
make a profit from your invention.
We make sure you get your search results quickly while saving money. We have the only advanced search tool in the world.
Because of this, we can conduct searches at the top level of quality, but very quickly and at low cost. Other search companies
provide some of these benefits, but they are forced to search the traditional way and that inherently increases the costs and
time requited to perform a given search quality.
-

Complete Patent Search and Search Results +9 only 469.99 (Instant Sgnup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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doesn’t do a better job finding the important patents and products for your field than anyone else, well give you your

money backl

Phone: 1 -970-390-5907 (1 -970-390-5907),
E-mai): BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
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Patent Law Firm

“My firm uses IPS [Intelligent Patent
Services) for most of our searches. They do
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Inventor’s Corner- See Otir Expertise Firsthand Learn All About Petenis arid Invention
View Our Previous Work
FAQ
Inventor’s Corner- Learn All About Patents and Invention

Firm, Palo Alto, CA

“T’ve been involved with a bunch of
startups around San Fran and Silicon Valley
but this was my first experience with
getting a patent. [...] The cost-benefit of
working with them was huge
-‘taylor (Yltrieri. San Francisco, CA

FAQ
Contact Us

Get The Best Qua Iitv US Patent Search
froiTi

Stanford Experienced Professionals.

And still save hundreds!

Our Registered Patent Attorneys with 10-20 years of experience do all of our patent drafting.
We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere in the US!

Get a Patent Search Worth $2500-$2500 but Pay Only 900 Dollars!
We are Experience YOU C3fl Trust.

A/0 are the new face of patent search. We all know you shouldn’t get cheap patent work just to save money. That’s why we
bring you a combination of the highest search quality with the lowest possible cost — and do it for you quickly and easily. You
want to know if your invention can get a patent, and, more importantly, if a patent is going to be valuable enough to you to be
worth pursuing. You want to know that a patent will give you enough value and protection against competitors to be worth
pursuing. We are inventors ourselves and we have years of experience in licensing inventions, manufacturing products and
running a business - we will do everything we can to help you not just get a patent, but make your idea successful.
Other law firms charge you large markups for patent searches performed by search specialists like our firm. In fact, several
firms charge $1 100 for our searches. Deal with cis directly and cut out the middle man, Save $400-si 000 compared to searches
from any other law firm. This is possible because we changed the ways searches are done. We spent 3 years at Stanford
University’s Office of Technology Licensing developing the world’s only artificially Expert Patent and prior ant search system.
Standard search methods can’t match the benefits we provide, but with the tools we developed we bring you the best US patent
search and save you money at the same time.
We still personally carry out your search, using our expertise and years of experience — the system just saves us hours of sifting
through unrelated patents. This way we focus our time on getting you a high quality US patent search and very accurate
patentability opinion. The standard search method requires wasting time reading through hundreds of pages that aren’t related
to your invention to find the best results. Our competitors do great work this way, but it costs them a lot more. We used
innovation to change the traditional process, and save you from paying for any unnecessary time!

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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US Patent Search

-

Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

Complete Patent Search and Search Results 1-9 only 46999 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 10000
-

-

We Guarantee:

If our search doesn’t do a hatter job finding the important patents and products for your bc-Id than anyone else, well give you your

money back’

Phone: 1-650-691-8291 (1-650-691-8291),
E-mail: Business Development@ipsearchagent.com

—s

j
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There are companies charging $250 for patent searches. But these searches don’t look through existing products or scientific
journals both key in determining patentability. Learning what products already exist similar to your invention is also key to
being successful in your market. Furthermore, these $250 searches frequently don’t include patentability opinions. They just
send you a printed list of what they find.
-

We do much mote in our searches than tell you if your invention is patentable or not. More importantly, we research and tell
you how valuable a patent on your invention will be, You need to know how broad your patent cart be. This will tell you how
hard it will be to get around your patent. It will also tell you how well your patent will protect your business and invention from
competitors. Will your patent give you a valuable competitive edge and solidly protect your invention? We’ll tell you.
Finally, we use your search to create the strongest possible patent by taking into account what we’ve found. We’ll use the search
results to make sure your patent best protects you against competitors!

.5

I
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of value to your company? We have
years of experience commercializing inventions from working at Stanford University’s Office of Technology Licensing. Our job
was to evaluate, protect and license to corporations every invention that came through the university. Our company was
formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from,

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Get Your Results Fast -2 Days to Get Search Results (Fastest around, no rush fees like law firms)
-Be Sure We Have Found Everything We search Existing Products and Scientific Journals as well as patents and patent
-

—

http://www.expertpatentlaw.comiPatentSearches.html
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US Patent Search

-

Great Value, lop Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

applications. Most searchers only search patent material.

Complete Search and Search Results 1-29% only 900 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentabllfty Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

Phone: 1-650-691 -8291 (1-650-691-8291),
E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

[

ttdr

N
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What Benefits Does Our Service Deliver?
We make sure your invention is very well protected from competitors, We use complete search results to help you determine
where you should focus your protection efforts. Whether you get a patent or are best off seeking other protection, we’ve been
making protection decisions using all available information for years. When applying for a patent, you need to know what
aspects of your invention you should spend the most effort protecting. This will provide stronger protection and ensure that
your patent gets granted the worst thing you can have happen is to get your application rejected.
—

Do you want to make sure you get a great patentability opinion? And a complete overview of your market and competing
technologies? All of out employees are engineers. I myself have a Masters of Science in Aeronautics and Astronautics from
Stanford University. As I mentioned above, we have provided patentability opinions for the inventions coming from Stanford
research for years. Additionally, our office at Stanford is focused on licensing technologies to corporations. This means one of
our major goals is to lay out a picture of your market and your competitors. This lets us design a strategy that will help you
make a profit from your invention.
We make sure you get your search results quickly while saving money. We have the only advanced search tool in the world.
Because of this, we can conduct searches at the top level of quality, but very quickly and at low cost. Other search companies
provide some of these benefits, but they are forced to search the traditional way and that inherently increases the costs and
time required to perform a given search quality.
—

Complete Patent Search and Search Results +9 only 469.99 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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US Patent Search

We Guarantee: It our search doesn’t do a

-

Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around Expert Patent Law
-

betterjob flading the Important patents and products for your tield than anyone else, we’ll give you your

money back

Phone: 1 -970-390-5907 (1 -970-390-5907),
E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

Search Benefits
Very Complete Searche5
Using the best searsh tools In lbs wnrld, developed at StanFord, we’ve worked hard to oust the iso; Id s best searches
Amazing Value- Quality at Low Cost

l Fast- 2 Days for Results
i’ Re Sure We Find Everything
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US Patent Search Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around
-

-

Expert Patent Law
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US Patent Search - Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

+1 -650-691 -8291 (1-650-691-8291)
‘IS’ P

I;’,

G xp t Patent Law
Patent Law Firm

“My firm uses IPS [Intelligent Patent
Services] for most of our searches. They do
ifordably than we can

Contt Us •

Portfolio

Inventors Corner- See Our Expertise Firsthand. Learn All About Patents and Invention

view Our Previous Work
•

FAQ

Inventor’s corner- team All About Patents and lnverction

cv Firm, Palo Alto, CA

“I’ve been involved with a bunch of
startups around San Fran and Silicon Valley
but this was my first experience wish
getting a patent. [...] The cost-benefit of
working with them was huge
Taylor Oltrien Srr Francis a, CA

FAQ
•

Conlart Us

Get The Best Quality US Patent Search
from Stanford Experienced Professionals.

And still save hundreds!

Our Registered Patent Attorneys with 10-20 years of experience do all of our patent drafting.
We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere in the US!

Get a Patent Search Worth $2500-$2500 but Pay Only 900 Dollars!
We are Experience you can Trust.

\AIe

are the new face of potent search. We all know you shouldn’t get cheap patent work just to save money. That’s why we
bring you a combination of the highest search quality with the lowest possible cost - and do it for you quickly and easily. You
want to know if your invention can get a patent, and, more importantly, if a patent is going to be valuable enough to you to be
worth pursuing. You want to know that a patent will give you enough value and protection against competitors to be worth
pursuing. We are inventors ourselves and we have years of experience in licensing inventions, manufacturing products and
running a business we will do everything we can to help you not just get a patent, but make your idea successful.
-

Other law firms charge you large markups for patent searches performed by search specialists like our firrri. In fact, several
firms charge $1100 for our searches. Deal with us directly and cut out the middle man. Save $400-S1000 compared to searches
from any other law firm. This is possible because we chartged the ways searches arc done. We spent 3 years at 5tanford
University’s Office of Technology Licensing developing the world’s only artificially Expert Patent and prior art search system.
Standard search methods can’t match the benefits we provide, but with the tools we developed we bring you the best US patent
search and save you morley at the same time.
We still personally carry out your search, using our expertise and years of experience — the system just saves us hours of sifting
through unrelated patents. This way we focus our time on getting you a high quality Us patent search and very accurate
patentability opinion. The standard search method requires wasting time reading through hundreds of pages that aren’t related
to your invention to find the best results, Our competitors do great work this way, but it costs them a lot more. We used
innovation to change the traditional process, and save you from paying for any unnecessary time!

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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-

Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

Complete Patent Search and Search Results +5 only 469.99 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

We Guarantee:
money back’

our search cloesnt do a better job iindin the imOortOnt patents end products for your field tbn anyone else, well give you your

Phone: 1 -650-691 -8291 (1 -650-691 -8291),
E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

/
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There are companies charging $250 for patent searches, But these searches don’t look through existing products or scientific
journals both key in determining patentability. Learning what products already exist similar to your invention is also key to
being successful in your market. Furthermore, these $250 searches frequently don’t include patentability opinions. They just
send you a printed list of what they find.
-

We do much more in our searches than tell you if your invention is patentable or not. More importantly, we research and tell
you how valuable a patent on your invention will be. You need to know how broad your patent can be. This will tell you how
hard it will be to get around your patent. It will also tell you how well your patent will protect your business and invention from
competitors. Will your patent give you a valuable competitive edge and solidly protect your invention? Well tell you.

Finally, we use your search to create the strongest possible patent by taking into account what weve found. We’ll use the search
results to make sure your patent best protects you against competitors!

Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of value to your company? We have
years of experience commercializing inventions from working at Stanford University’s Office of Technology Licensing. Our job
was to evaluate, protect and license to corporations every invention that came through the university. Our company was
formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from.

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Get Your Results Fast 2 Days to Get Search Results (Fastest around, no rush fees like law firms)
-Be Sure We Have Found Everything We search Existing Products and Scientific Journals as well as patents and patent
-

-

—

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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US Patent Search

-

Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

applications. Most searchers only search patent material,

Complete Search and Search Results 1-9 only 900 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

Phone: 1-650-691 -829’! (1-650-691-8291),
E-mail: Business Development@ipsearchagent.com

S.

p

What Benefits Does Our Service Dehver?
We make sure your invention is very well protected from competitors. We use complete search results to help you determine

where you should focus your protection efforts. Whether you get a patent or are best off seeking other protection, we’ve been
making protection decisions using all available information for years. When applying for a patent, you need to know what
aspects of your invention you should spend the most effort protecting. This will provide stronger protection and ensure that
your patent gets granted the worst thing you can have happen is to get your application rejected.
—

Do you want to make sure you get a great patentability opinion? And a complete overview of your market and competing
technologies? All of our employees are engineers. I myself have a Masters of Science in Aeronautics and Astronautics from
Stanford University. As I mentioned above, we have provided patentability opinions for the inventions coming from Stanford
research for years. Additionally, our office at Stanford is focused on licensing technologies to corporations. This means one of
our major goals is to lay out a picture of your market and your competitors. This lets us design a strategy that will help you
make a profit from your invention.
We make sure you get your search results quickly while saving money. We have the only advanced search tool in the world.

Because of this, we can conduct searches at the tap level of quality, but very quickly and at low cost. Other search companies
provide some of these benefits, but they are forced to search the traditional way and that inherently increases the costs and
time required to perform a given search quality.
—

Complete Patent Search and Search Results 49 only 469.99 (Instant Signup Discount)
Patentability Opinion and Prior Art Analysis 100.00
-

-

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/PatentSearches.html
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US Patent Search

We

-

Great Value, Top Quality, Fastest Around

-

Expert Patent Law

Guarantee: l our search doesnt äo a better job finding the imOortant patents and products for your field than anyone else, well give you ‘our

money backl

Phone: 7-970-390-5907 (7-970-390-5907),
E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

Search Benefits

f Very Complete Searches
Using the best saarrh tacit In the world, developed at Stanford, wave worked hard to offer the world’s best searches

(

Amazing Value- Quality at Low Cost
Fast- 2 Days for Results

i

Be Sure We Find Everything

What Our Clients say
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Utility Patent Attorney- Expert Patent Law
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Patent Law
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Patent Law Firm

)1-8291

Patent Attorneys You Can Trust
Our Stanford Professionals are Experts at Protecting Your
Invention- and Always Protect your Confidentiality
Registered Patent Attorneys all with 10-20 years experience.

We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere In the U.S.!

of Video to Pat

We bring you the Best Quality at Great
Value And We Know You Need to Trust
Your Patent Attorney.
Underline
-

We’re always working to provide exceptional service to you
our expertise at protecting inventions extends beyond just
getting patents, we also make sure your competitors can
never bypass your patent. And we do it all at an unbelievable
value.
—

Wo Understorid Your Position BF’CaLSC Wore
Inventors andBusinessmen First
We started out as inventors, We have our own inventions, our own
businesses, and our own patents. We know what its like to have to find
someone who cart both do everything necessary to protect your invention,
AND who you can trust to help you get to your goals. It’s our job to make
sure your invention reaches the market and makes you successful -just as
we did for Stanford Untversity. We’re here to be more than patent
attorneys we’re here to be in your corner, to fight for you, and to make
sure your invention gets protected and stays yours!
-

“I’ve been involved with a htu’ich of startups
aioiusd San Fran and Silicon Valley but this was
my first experience with getting a patent.
The cost-benefit of working with them ivas

huge...”
-Taylor O’Brien, San Francisco, CA
“Working with IPS was a definite pleasure.
Cairn, clear communication, an absence of
hype and Omit, and efficiency. In the span ot
several days, I had a complete report, opinion,
and the dsrections I could take with my device”

-John Hutton, Pittsburgh. PA

Complete Patent Search with Opinion 1--9. only 900 (Instant
Signup Discount)

Premium Utility Patents 9400-9700 dollars (Flat Rates Given to
You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

e KTVU.COM

Provisional Patents 7100-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1-650-691-8291, E-mail:
BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
http://www.expedpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneyshtml
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Crunch
4

Wi Do I Need

,t..

Th

High Quality Patent Work?

The point of a patent is to protect yout invention. Not to have a patent. If
you don’t wind up with a patent that actually keeps computitors from
copying your invention, then every dime you spent working towards a patent
was wasted. Yes, there are lower cost attorneys than us but we do
everything we can to be the lowest cost option that will do everything
right on your patent.
-

We receive many calls from inventors who have worked with less-qualified
patent firms and attorneys, whose patents have been refused by the
patent office and who need us to try to save their patent and their invention.

YMoney

The going rate for high quality patents is $7,500 to $10,000 and sometimes
more. We inte.ntiornrlly take less money to help out our clients, but we can’t
possibly charge any less than we do because we do our job very well and it is
not easy to do. So what goes into a high quality patent, and why can’t
anybody do it for you?
In order to protect your invention, a patent first has to get issued. This
means that you start with a high qciality patent search to make sure that
there aren’t other ideas out there that will cause your patent to get thrown
out by the USPTO. It also requires that your patent claims are written
properly so that they will he allowed compared to all the patents and
products that have ever been creat:ed. That is no easy task. Additionally, your
attorney must know what they’re doing to respond to the patent office when
they say (which they will) that parts of your patent need changes in order to
issue. This process is very intricate and technical, has many possible
oUtcomes and paths, and you emily get 3 chances at revisions so you want
someone who knows what they’re doing. If your attorney is riot skilled, your
patent can easily just not get issued. In fact, even skilled dl:torneys can’t
always get the USPTO to issue a patent.

Quality
Please!
‘S.

‘1
—

-S
U

1.

L.

The second step in protecting your invention is that your patent must
have claims that are broad enough, or cover enough ground, that a
competitor can’t just change a couple details and get around your patent.
Low quality patent attorneys will simply put a lot of details into your claims in
order to make therri specific enough that the claims will get allowed. After all,
if you add enough details to your claims, maybe something hasn’t been done
EXACTLY like that before and your claims will get issued. However, the more
detailed your clairris are, the more any of your competit:ors can simply
change a simple detail and make a product that’s almost the same as yours
but does not infringe on your patent. In other words, low cost patent
attorneys take the easy way out and leave yoci with a patent that anyone can
easily bypass. So yes, you can get a patent for $3000 but your claims will be
so narrow that it will be worthless. Better to gel: an attorney that: can draft a
natent that your corrimetitors can’t bvoass AND who can still Cet your oatent
—

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
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The last step in protecting your invention is making sure that your patent
will hold up in court if challenged. Lets say that a competitor copies yout
invention and you nc:ed to stop them from doing so. Your patent will either
wind up in court, or your competitor’s lawyers will look over your patent and
see if it has any chance at holding up in court. In either case, hundreds of
pr&edent cases and tons of small te:hnical details come ott) play that can
cause your patent to get thrown out in a court case, If your patent is thrown
out, it’s as good as worthless. What kinds of things can lead to this? For one
thing, using the word “or” in a patent claim implies that the nouns on either
side of the “or” are equivalent Then, if your competitors can prove that
either of those things should not stand in your claim, the whole claim will get
thrown out. Instead, the claims should say”at least one of A) and BY’ There
are rriany derails like these. Trying to save every dirrie on a patent leads to
allowing these details to fall by the wayside.
In the end, it’s MUCH better to pay for a quality attorney than it is to try to
get the cheapest attorney who will do the job, and wind up with no
protection for your invention at all.

The Best Quality Patent Work for Fantastic Value
Our Stanford professionals bring you the highest qLiality patent work at 4050% savings.
Our goal was to cut the cost of getting a very high quality patent in half,
We love working with small companies and independent inventors just
like you all across the country. We wanted you to never have to
compromise on quality to fit your budget. just because you don’t have
$13,000 iota patent, you don’t have to work with an inexperienced lone

attorney hanging their shingle on the internet, It’s taken a lot of hard work
and innovation in terms of running a patent firm, but we have succeeded
in cutting your costs in half without affecting quality at all. And, because
patent law is national, we work with companies and inventors anywhere
in the U.S.! In fact, about 40% of our business is on the East Coast, Our
patent style comes from the highest regarded Silicon Valley patent firms
and is designed around protecting your business interests. We aim to
protect inventors and business owners like you whose ventures will hinge
on the value of only a few patents often only one.
—

You don’t want patents done in the traditional style used to fill out the
thousand patent portfolios of major corporations like GE, that just won’t
bring value to your or your business. Your patent attorney will be totally
focused on your success. Not only that, but our patent attorneys charge
$400-$500 an hour in their private practices working for large
corporations, but charge only a fraction of that working through us, They
do it because they believe in helping small and medium businesses and
independent inventors,

Complete Patent Search with Opinion

+c& only 900 (Instant

Signup Discount)

Premium Utility Patents 9400-9700 (Flat Rates Given to You
BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

Provisional Patents 71 00-2900 Dollars

Phone:

1’650691’$291,E-mail:

BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
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Get Your Patent Fast -We Dont Make You Wait by
Putting You in Line
Well get the draft of your patent done in just 2 weeks!
Most firms over-stretch themselves and stack up work in a line. Your work
takes much longer with them because they’re constant refilling the line to
keep themselves busy, and you have to wait until they finally begin their
patent. We’ve restructured the way we do things. We dont build a work
queue we have the resources to begin your work right away. And get it
done as fast as possible. Patenting involves a large amount of work so
nothing is immediate, but were confident were as tast as anyone doing
high quality work.
-

Tap Into Our Stanford Experience in Licensing and
Commercializing Inventions
We will also provide enormously valuable advice on licensing your
invention to other companies or manufacturing and selling your idea.
Because we worked at Stanford University licensing Stanford inventions to
large corporations for years, and because we also work in manufacturing
and selling consumer products for the travel industry, we can answer just
about any question you might have. It’s our goal to make you a success,
not just get you a patent. We have years of experience on the business
side of inventing, taking ideas and turning them into real products and
real profits. When our patent attorneys work with you to design your
patent and protect your invention, we are focusing first on what will
create value for you. What will most help you license your invention?
Protect you if you manufacture and sell it? Add the most to the value of
your company? Our office at Stanford averages $65 million per year in
licensing revenues, and licenses roughly 60 out of 300 inventions per year.
Many inventions and products are unsuccessful, hut with good business
sense and great direction the statistics can actually be quite good.

r

How Do We Manage Such High Quality Wp
Our work is the best available because our patents are drafted entirely by
patent attorneys with at least 5 years experience. Unlike any other firm,
we do not use para-legals to draft patents. We don’t let rookie attorneys
draft your application, then give it to a senior employee for a brief glance.
Sure, we could save money it we did. Or we could charge more for our
patents. But we believe in moving invention forward, If you would like,
you can request one of our attorneys who used to work for the USPTO
examining patents. There is no better way to make sure your patent gets
granted than to use an attorney with experience on the other side of the
equation, evaluating patents for the government!

Patent Work Targeted at Financial Success
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the
most amount of value to your company? We have years of experience
http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
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commercializing inventions from working at Stanford University’s Ollice of
Technology Licensing. Our job was to evaluate, protect and license to
corporations every invention that came through the university. Our
company was formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who
developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from

-Trust Your Invention is Safe

-

Non Disclosure Agreement with All

Customers
-Have Your Patent Work Carried Out with a Cutting Edge Style Designed for
High Value Patents Covering Key Technologies
-Get Quality work Done Affordably We Started Out as Inventors, and We
Are Here to Hell) Inventors anti Businesses
-

Premium Utility Patents 900 dollarsO-$9700
Provisional Patents 2700-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1 —650-691 —829

,

(Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

How Are We Different from Other Law Firms?

Why Are We Here?

We get you our best cost estimates up front and work hard to make sure
we come in on time and on budget. Our patent attorneys don’t nickle
and dime customers with lees lot phone calls, for making copies, for
printing documents and more. We don’t charge you an additional $800 to

We started Expert Patent Law after developing software that
revolutionized patent searching Most of our patent search customers
came back to use surprised and disheartened at their experiences with
the law firms that did their patent applications. And they were working

do the drawings for your patent.

with the best, most accommodating law firms around. They were quoted
prices of $C000.$J 1000 for fairly straightforward patents. And those lees
didn’t even include the drawings! Attorneys at respectable law firms had
tried to convince them that they needed to apply for three separate
patents, when we only saw value in applying for one. Firms shrugged and
just billed more when costs overran additional estimates. I’m an inventor
myself, and I didn’t like what I was hearing. So we hired a staff of
fantastic attorneys and started offering patent services targeted at what
you need.
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Patent Law Firm

Patent Attorneys YoU Can Trust
Oir Stanford Professionals are Experts at Protecting Your
Invention- and Always Protect your Confidentiality
Registered Patent Attorneys all with 10-20 years experience.

We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere In the U.S.!

We bring you the Best Quality at Great
Value And We Know You Need to Trust
Your Patent Attorney.
Underline
-

VIe’re always working to provide exceptional service to you
our expertise at protecting inventions extends beyond just
getting patents, we also make sure your competitors can
never bypass your patent. And we do it all at an unbelievable
value.
—

We Understand Your Position Br’cause We’re
Inventors nnd Businessmen First
We started out as inventors. We have our own inventions, our own
businesses, and our own patents. We know what it’s like to have to find
someone who can both do everything necessary to protect your invention,
AND who you can trust to help you get to your goals. L’s our job to make
sure your invention reaches the market and makes you successful -just as
we did for Stanford University. We’re here to be more than patent
attorneys we’re here to be in your corner, to fight for you, and to make
sure your invention gets protected and stays yours!
-

“I’ve been involved with a hunch of startups
aroruid San Fran and Silicon Valley but this was
nw first experience with getting a patent.
The cost-benefit of working with them was
huge..
-Taylor OIls-len. San francisco, CA
V..

“Working with II’S was a demiSe pleasure.
Calm, clear commiut caboss. an absence of
hype and fluff, and effidencv. In the span of
several days, I had a complete report, opinion,
and the directions I could take with
device.’
-John Hutton, Pittsburgh. PA
ow

Complete Patent Search with Opinion 1-29& only 900 (Instant
Signup Discount)

Premium Utility Patents 9400-9700 dollars (Flat Rates Given to
You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

L KTVU.COM

Provisional Patents 7100-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1 -650-691 8291, E-mail:
BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com
http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
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Why Do I Need High Quality Patent Work?
The point of a patent is to protect your invention. Not to have a patent. If
you don’t wind up with a patent that actually keeps competitors from
copying your invention, then every dime you spent working towards a patent
was wasted. Yes, there are lower cost attorneys than us but we do
everything we can to be the lowest cost option that will do everything
right on your patent.
-

We receive many calls from inventors who have worked with less-qualified
patent firms and attorneys, whose patents have been refused by the
patent office and who need us to try to save their patent and their invention.

Money

The going rate for high quality patents is $7,500 to $10,000 and sometimes
mote. We intentionally take less rrioney to help out our clients, hut we can’t
possibly charge any less than we do because we do our job very well end it is
not easy to do, So what goes into a high quality patent, and why cant
anybody do it for you?
In order to protect your invention, a patent first has to get issued. This
means that you start with a high quality patent search to make sure that
there arent other ideas our there that will cause your patent to get thrown
out by the USPTO. It also requires that your potent claims are written
properly so that they will be allowed compared to all the patents and
produc:ts that have ever been created. That is no easy task. Additionally, your
attorney must know what they’re doing to respond to the patent office when
they say lwhich they will) that parts of your patent need changes in order to
issue. This process is very intricate and technical, has many possible
outcomes end paths, and you only get 3 chances at revisions so you want
someone who knows what they’re doing. If your attorney is not skilled, your
patent can easily just not get issued. In fact, even skilled attorneys can’t
always get the USPTC to issue a patent.
—

i.

L.

The second step in protecting your invention is that your patent must
have claims that are broad enough, or cover enough ground, that a
competitor can’t just change a couple details and get around your patent.
Low quality patent attorneys will simply r:)Jt a lot of details rita your claims in
order to make them specific enough that the claims will get allowed, After all,
if you add enough details to your claims, rriaybe something hasn’t been clone
EXACTLY like that before and your claims will get issued. However, the more
detailed your claims are, the more any of your competitors can simply
change a simple detail and make a product that’s almost the same as yours
hut does not infringe on your patent. In other words, law cost patent
attorneys take the easy way nut and leave you with a patent that anyone can
easily bypass. So yes, you can get a patent for $3000 but your claims will be
so narrow that it will he worthless. Better to get an attorney that can draft a
tatent that your cemoetitors :an’t bvoass AND who can still act your natent
http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
—
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The last step in protecting your invention is making sure that your patent
will hold up in court if challenged. Lets say that a competitor copies your
invention and you need to stop them from doing so. Your patent will either
wind up in court, or your competitors lawyers will look over your patent and
see it it has any c:hance at holding up in court. In either case, hundreds of
precedent cases and tons of small technical details c:ome into play that can
cause your patent to get thrown out in a court case. If your patent is thrown
out, it’s as good as worthless. What kinds of things can lead to this? For one
thing, using the word “or” in a patent claim implies that the nouns on either
side of the “or” are equivalent. Then, it your competitors can prove that
either of those things should not stand in your claim, the whole claim will get
thrown oLit. Instead, the claims should say”at least one of A)and B)” There
are many details like these. Trying to save every dime on a pat:ent leads to
allowing these details to fall by the wayside.
In the end, it’s MUCH better to pay for a quality attorney than it is to try to
get the cheapest attorney who will do the job, and wind up with no
protection for your invention at all.

The Best Quality Patent Work for Fantastic Value
Our Stanford professionals bring you the highest quality patent work at 4050% savings.
Our goal was to cut the cost of getting a very high quality patent in halt.
We love working with small companies and independent inventors just
like you all across the country. We wanted you to never have to
compromise on quality to fit your budget. Just because you don’t have
$13,000 For a patent, you don’t have to work with an inexperienced lone
attorney hanging their shingle on the internet, It’s taken a lot of hard work
and innovation in terms of running a patent firm, but we have succeeded
in cutting your costs in half without affecting quality at all. And, because
patent law is national, we work with companies and inventors anywhere
in the U.S.! In fact, about 40% of our business is on the East Coast. Our
patent style comes from the highest regarded Silicon Valley patent firms
and is designed around protecting your business interests. We aim to
protect inventors and business owners like you whose ventures will hinge
on the value of only a few patents often only one.
—

You don’t want patents done in the traditional style used to fill out the
thousand patent portfolios of major corporations like GE, that just won’t
bring value to your or your business. Your patent attorney will be totally
focused on your success. Not only that, but our patent attorneys charge
$400-$500 an hour in their private practices working for large
corporations, but charge only a fraction of that working through us. They
do it because they believe in helping small and medium businesses and
independent inventors.

Complete Patent Search with Opinion 1-& only 900 (Instant
Signup Discount)

Premium Utility Patents 9400-9700 (Flat Rates Given to You
BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)

Provisional Patents 7100-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1-650-691 -8291, E-mail:
BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
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Get Your Patent Past We Don’t Make You Wait by
Putting You in Line
-

Well get the draft of your patent done in just 2 weeks!
Most firms over-stretch themselves and stack up work in a line. Your work
takes much longer with them because they’re constant refilling the line to
keep themselves busy, and you have to wait until they finally begin their
patent. We’ve restructured the way we do things. We don’t build a work
queue we have the resources to begin your work right away. And get it
done as fast as possible. Patenting involves a large amount of work so
nothing is immediate, but we’re confident we’re as fast as anyone doing
high quality work.
-

Tap Into Our Stanford Experience in Licenjgaiid
Commercializing Inventions
We will also provide enormously valuable advice on licensing your
invention to other companies or manufacturing and selling your idea.
Because we worked at Stanford University licensing Stanford inventions to
large corporations for years, and because we also work in manufacturing
and selling consumer products for the travel industry, we can answer just
about any question you might have. It’s our goal to make you a success,
not just get you a patent. We have years of experience on the business
side of inventing, taking ideas and turning them into real products and
real profits. When our patent attorneys work with you to design your
patent and protect your invention, we are focusing first on what will
create value for you. What will most help you license your invention?
Protect you if you manufacture and sell it? Add the most to the value of
your company? Our office at Stanford averages 365 million per year in
licensing revenues, and licenses roughly 60 out of 300 inventions per year.
Many inventions and products are unsuccessful, but with goad business
sense and great direction the statistics can actually be quite good.

r

1.1=•____

How Do We Manage Such High Quality Work?
Our work is the best available because our patents are drafted entirely by
patent attorneys with at least 5 years experience. Unlike any other firm,
we do not use para-legals to draft patents. We don’t let rookie attorneys
draft your application, then give it to a senior employee for a brief glance.
Sure, we could save money if we did. Or we could charge more for our
patents. But we believe in moving invention forward. If you would like,
you can request one of our attorneys who used to work for the USPTO
examining patents. There is no better way to make sure your patent gets
granted than to use an attorney with experience on the other side of the
equation, evaluating patents for the government!

Patent Work Targeted at Fin,ndaI Success
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the
most amount of value to your company? We have years of experience
http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/UtilityPatentAttorneys.html
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commercializing inventions from working at Stanford University’s Office of
Technology Licensing. Out job was to evaluate, protect and license to
corporations every invention that came through the university. Our
company was formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who
developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All
Customers
-Have Your Patent Work Carried Out with a Cutting Edge Style Designed for
High Value Patents Covering Key Technologies
-Get Quality work Done Affordably We Started Out as Inventot s, and We
Are Here to Help Inventors and Businesses
-

-

Premium Utility Patents 900 doliarsO-$9700 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)
Provisional Patents 2700-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1 —650—691 8291, E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

How Are We Different from Other Law Firms?

Why Are We Here?

We get you our best cost estimates up front and work hard to make sure
we come non time and on budget. Our patent attorneys don’t nickle
and dime customers with fees for phone calls, for making copies, for
printing documents and more. We dont charge you an additional 5500 to
do the drawings for your patent.

We started Expert Patent Law after developing software that
revolutionised patent searching. Most of our patent search customers
came back to use surprised and disheartened at their experiences with
the law firms that did their patent applications. And they were working
with the best, most accommodating law firms around. They were quoted
prices of $9000.Si1 000 for fairly straightforward patents. And those lees
didn’t even include the drawingsl Attorneys at respectable law firms had
tried to convince them that they needed to apply for three separate
patents, when we only saw value in applying for one. Firms shrugged and
just billed mote when costs overran additional estimates, I’m an Inventor
myself, and I didn’t like what I was hearing. So we hired a staff of
fantastic attorneys and started offering patent services targeted at what
you need.
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Patent Attorneys You Can Trust
Our Stanford Profrssionafs are Experts at Protecting Your
lnftio- and Always Protect your Confidentiality
Registered Patent Attorneys all with 10-20 years experience.

We work with inventors and businesses Anywhere In the U.S.!

(Hick Le MIDDLE ;1 Vic/it;

Pauce

We bring you the Best Quality at Great
Value And We Know You Need to Trust
Your Patent Attorney.
-

VVe’te always working to provide exceptional service to you
- our expertise at protecting inventions extends beyond just
getting patents, we also make sure your competitors can
never bypass your patent. And we do it all at an unbelievable
value.

We Understand Your Position Because Were Inventors and Businessmen First
We started out as inventors. We have our own inventions, our own businesses, and our own patents. We know
what it’s like to have to find someone who can both do everything necessary to protect your invention, AND
who you can trust to help you get to your goals. Its our job to make sure your invention reachFl
Y’vt’ withahunch of startups
Pan Fran and Silicon .‘ilev hut this was
and makes you successful -just as we did for Stanford University. We re here to be more than around
attorneg,
a,uet1t
it hr erpenence uh getting patent. [...]
-we’re here to be in your corner, to fight far you, and to make sure your invention gets
yours!

huge...
-Taylor OSden, San Francisco, CA

Premium Utility Patents 900 dollars0-$9700 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work
complexity)

‘Worldng with If’S ices a detinite pleasure.
Calm, clear communication, an absence of
hype and Cult, and efficiency. In the span of
several dais. I had a complete report, opinion,

svithmy device:
-Job, Hutton. Pittsburgh, PA

Provisional Patents 2700-2900 Dollars

P hone: 1—650—691—8291,
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Why Do I Need High Quality Patent Work?
The point of a patent is to protect your invention. Not to have a patent. If yoti don’t wind up with a lct that
actually keeps competitors from c:opyingyour invention, then every dime you spent working toward’ ‘i r’
i ;.
wasted. Yes, there are lower cost attorneys than us but we do everything we can to be the lowest cost option
that will do everything right on your patent.
.

‘.

—

We receive many calls from inventors who have worked with less-qualified patent firms and attorneys, whose
patents have been refused by the patent office and who need us to try to save their patent and their invention.
The going rate for high quality patents is $7 500 to $10 000 and sometimes more We a I the
money tO help out our clients bcit we can I possibly chrgc any less th in we do bcc use we do ‘ii’
and it is not easy to do. So what, goes into a high quality patent, arid why can’t anybody do it for yY”;;:

ti—i

In order to protect yotir invention, a patent first has to get issued. This means that you start wal a lur’ji ‘julioj
patent search to make sure that there aren’t other ideas out there that will cause your patent to get the e’in ‘iii by
the USPTO. It also requires that your patent claims are written properly so that they will he allowed up,
the parents and products that have ever been created. That is no easy task. Additionally, your atteri it v mutt l’,ne:
what they’re doing to respond to the patent olilce when they say (which they will) that parts of yotir patent need
changes in order to issue. This process is very intricate and technical, has many possible outcomes and pathm, and
you only get 3 chances ai revisions so yoti want someone who knows what they’re doing. If your attorney is not
skilled, your patent can easily just not get issued. In fact, even skilled attorneys cant always get the USPTO to issue
a patent.
—
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The second step in protecting your invention is that your patent must have claims that are broad enough, or
cover enough ground, that a competitor can’t just change a couple details and get around your patent. Low
quality patent attorneys will simply put a lot of details into your claims in order to make them specific enough that
the claims will get allowed. After all, if you add enough details to yocir claims, maybe something hasn’t been clone
EXACTLY like that before artd your claims will get issued. However, the more detailed your claims are, the more any
of your competitors can simply change a simple detail and make a product chat’s almost the same as yours but
does not infringe on your patent. In other words, low cost patent attorneys take the easy way out and leave you
with a patent that anyone can easily bypass. So yes, you can get a patent for $3000 bLit your claims will be so
narrow that it will be worthless. Better to get an attorney that can draft a patent that your competitors can’t bypass
AND who can still get your patent issued.
The last step in protecting your invention is making sure that your patent will hold up in court if challenged.
Let’s say that a coiTipetitor copies your invention and you need to stop them from doing so. Your patent will either
wind up in court, or your competitor’s lawyers will look over your patent and see if it has any chance at holding up
in court. In either case, hundreds of precedent cases and torts of small technical details come into play that can
cause your patent to get thrown out in a coctrt case. lfyour patent is thrown out, it’s as good as worthless. What
kinds of things can lead to this? Per one thing, using the word “or” in a patent claim implies that the nocins on either
side of the “or” are equivalent. Then, if yocir competitors can prove that either of those things should not stand in
your claim, the whole claim will get thrown out. Instead, the claims should say “at least one of A) and B)” There are
many details like these. Trying to save every dime on a patent (earls to allowing these details to fall by the wayside.
In the end, it’s MUCH better to pay for a quality attorney than it is to try to get the cheapest attorney who will
do the job, and wind up with no protection for your invention at all.

The Best Quality Patent Work for Fantastic Value
Our Stanford professionals bring you the highest quality patent work at 40-50% savings.
Our goal was to cut the cost of getting a very high ciuclity patent in half. We love working with small companies
http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/Utility-Patent-Attorney.html
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and independent inventors just like you all across the country. We wanted you to never have to compromise on
quality to fit your budget. just because you don’t have $13,000 for a patent, you don’t have to work with an
inexperienced lone attorney hanging their shingle on the internet. It’s taken a lot of hard work and innovation
in terms of running a patent firm, but we have succeeded in cutting your costs in halt without affecting quality
at all. And, because patent law is national, we work with companies and inventors anywhere in the U.S.! In fact,
about 40% of our business is on the East Coast. Our patent style comes from the highest regarded Silicon Valley
patent firms and is designed around protecting your business interests. We aim to protect inventors and
business owners like you whose ventures will hinge on the value of only a few patents often only one.
—

You don’t want patents done in the traditional style used to fill out the thousand patent portfolios of major
corporations like GE, that just won’t bring value to your or your business. Your patent attorney will be totally
focused on your success. Not only that, but our patent attorneys charge $400-$500 an hour in their private
practices working for large corporations, but charge only a fraction of that working through us. They do it
because they believe in helping small and medium businesses and independent inventors.

Premium Utility Patents 900 cfollars0-$9700 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work Starts, based on
complexity)

Provisional Patents 2700-2900 Dollars

Phone: 1—650—691 8291, E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

Get Your Patent Fast

-

We Dont Make You Waft by Putting You in Line

We’ll get the draft of your patent done ri just 2 weeks!
Most firms over-stretch themselves and stack up work in a line. Your work takes much longer with them
because they’re constant refilling the line to keep themselves busy, and you have to wait until they finally begin
their patent. We’ve restrUctured the way we do things. We don’t build a work queue we have the resources to
begin your work right away. And get it done as fast as possible. Patenting invo!ves a large amount of work so
nothing is immediate, but we’re confident we’re as fast as anyone doing high quality work,
-

Tap Into Our Stanford Experience in Licensing and Commercializing Inventions
We will also provide enormously valuable advice on licensing your invention to other companies or
manufacturing and selling your idea. Because we worked at Stanford University licensing Stanford inventions to
large corporations for years, and because we also work in manufacturing and selling consumer products for the
travel industry, we can answer just about any question you might have. It’s our goal to make you a success, not
just getyou a patent. We have years of experience on the business side of inventing, taking ideas and turning
them into real products and real profits. When our patent attorneys work with you to design your patent and
protect your invention, we are focusing first on what will create value for you. What will most help you license
your invention? Protect you if you manufacture and sell it? Add the most to the value of your company? Our
office at Stanford averages $65 million per year in licensing revenues, and licenses roughly 60 out of 300
inventions per year. Many inventions and products are unsuccessful, bLit with good business sense and great
direction the statistics can actually be quite good.

r

http:/Iwww.expertpatentlaw.com/Utility-Patent-Attorney.html
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How Do We Manage Such High QualiW Work?
Our work is the best available because our patents are drafted entirely by patent attorneys with at least 5 years
experience. Unlike any other firm, we do not use para-legals to draft patents. We dent let rookie attorneys
draft your application, then give it to a senior employee for a brief glance. Sure, we could save money if we did.
Or we could charge more for our patents. But we believe in moving invention forward. If you would like, you
can request one of our attorneys who used to work for the USPTO examining patents. There is no better way to
make sure your patent gets granted than to use an attorney with experience on the other side of the equation,
evaluating patents for the government!

Patent Work Targeted at Financial SLICCeSS
Is your goal to make your invention as profitable as possible or to add the most amount of value to your
company? We have years of experience commercializing invehtions from working at Stanford University’s Office
of Technology Licensing. Our job was to evaluate, protect and license to corporations every invention that came
through the university. Our company was formed by invention professionals working at Stanford who
developed a service that innovators everywhere can benefit from

-Trust Your Invention is Safe Non Disclosure Agreement with All Customers
-Have Your Patent Work Carried Out with a Cutting Edge Style Designed for High Value Pat:ents Covering Key
Technologies
-Get Quality work Done Affordably We Started Ocit as Inventors, end We Are 1-lere to Help Inventors and
Businesses
-

Premium Utility Patents 900 dollarso-$9700 (Flat Rates Given to You BEFORE Work Starts, based on complexity)
Provisional Patents 2700-2900 Dollars

P hone: 1-650—691 —8291,

E-mail: BusinessDevelopment@ipsearchagent.com

How Are We Different from Other Law Firms?

Why Are We Here?

We get you our best cost estimates up tront and work hard to make sure
we come in on time and on budget. Our patent attorneys dent nickle
antI dime customers with fees for phone calls, for making copies, for
printing clocumeni:s and more. We don’t charge you art additional $500 to

We started txpert Patent Law after developing software that
revolutionized patent searching. Most of our patent search customers

do the drawings for your pstenn

with the best, oust accommodating law firms around. They were quoted
prices of $9000.51 1000 for fairly straightforward patents. And those fees

http://www.expertpatentlaw.com/Utility-Patent-Attorney.html

came back to us a surpnsed and disheartened at their experiences with
the law firms that did their patent applications. And they were working
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didnt even include the drawings! Attorneys at respectable law firms had
tried to convince thorn that they needed to apply for three separate
patents, when we only saw value in applying for one. Firms shrugged and
just billed more when costs overran additional estimates. I’m an inventor
myself, and didn’t like what I was hearing. So we hired a staff of
fantastic attorneys and started offering patent services targeted at what
you need.

About Us
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Expert Patent Law

+1-650-691-8291 (1 -650-691 -8291)
ZusirssDeveloprnint@ExpetPteritLiwcori

C) Expert

Patent Law

Patent Law Firm

just 3 Easy Steps Fill Out Your Info. Well Contact You and Get You a Signed NDA. Get Your Patent or Search!
Namc*

Contact Info
You can also teach us here:
Email*
Phone: 1-650-691-8291
BusinessDevelopment@ExpertPatentLaw.com
Phone Number

FAQ
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
OF THE STATE Of COLORADO

CERTIFICATE OF DOCUMENT FILED
I, Wayne W. Williams, as the Secretary of State of the State of Colorado, hereby certifi that, according to
the records of this office, the attached document is a true and complete copy of the
Statement of Trade Name
with Document #20171605797 of
Expert Patent Law

(Entity ID #20171605797

)

filed by Intelligent Patent Services, LLC
consisting of 2 pages.
This certificate reflects facts established or disclosed by documents delivered to this office on paper through
11/27/2017 that have been posted, and by documents delivered to this office electronically through
11/29/2017 @12:13:42.
I have affixed hereto the Great Seal of the State of Colorado and duly generated, executed, and issued this
official certificate at Denver, Colorado on 1 1/29/2017@ 12:13:42 in accordance with applicable law. This
certificate is assigned Confirmation Number 10575683

*********************************************End ofCertfficate*******************************************

Notice: A certificate issued electronically from the Colorado Secretary ofState’s Web site is fully and immediately valid and effective. However,
as an option, the issuance and validity of a certificate obtained electronically may be established by visiting the Validate a Certificate page of
the Secretary of State ‘s Web site, http://www.sos.state.co.us/biz/CertifieateSearchCriteria.do entering the certificate’s confirmation number
displayed on the certificate, and following the instructions displayed. Confirming the issuance of a certificate is merely optional and is not
necessary to the valid and effective issuance of a certificate. for more information, visit our Web site, http://wu.w.sos.state.co.us/ click
“Businesses, trademarks, trade names” and select “Frequently Asked Questions.”

EXHIBIT M

-Fffed
Document must be filed electronically.
Paper documents are not accepted.
Fees & forms are subject to change.
For more information or to print copies
of filed documents, visit www.sosstate.co.us.

Colorado Secretary of State

Date and Time: 08/09/2017 02:50 PM
ID Number: 20171605797

Document number: 20171605797
Amount Paid: $20.00
ABOVE SPACE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Statement of Trade Name of a Reporting Entity
filed pursuant to §7-71-103 and §7-71-107 of the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S)
1. For the reporting entity delivering this statement, its ID number, true name, form of entity and the
jurisdiction under the law of which it is formed are

ID Number

20111447660
(Colorado Secretwy ofState ID number)

True name

Intelligent Patent Services, LLC

Form of entity

Limited Liability Company

Jurisdiction

Colorado

2. The trade name under which such entity transacts business or conducts activities or contemplates
transacting business or conducting activities in this state is

Expert Patent Law
3. A brief description of the kind of business transacted or activities conducted or contemplated to be
transacted or conducted in this state under such trade name is

Patent search
4.

(If the following statement applies, adopt the statement by marking the box and include an attachment.]

This document contains additional information as provided by law.
5. (Caution: Leave blank f the document does not have a delayed effrctive date. Stating a delayed effective date has
sign ficant legal consequences. Read instructions before entering a date.)
(If the following statement applies, adopt the statement by entering a date and, Iappltcabte, time using the requiredformat.)

The deLayed effective date and, if applicable, time of this document are

—__________________

________

(mm/dd/yyjy hour.minute anilpm)

Notice:
Causing this document to be delivered to the Secretary of State for filing shall constitute the affirmation or
acknowledgment of each individual causing such delivery, under penalties of perjury, that such document is
such individual’s act and deed, or that such individual in good faith believes such document is the act and deed
of the person on whose behalf such individual is causing such document to be delivered for filing, taken in
conformity with the requirements of part 3 of article 90 of title 7, C.R.S. and, if applicable, the constituent
documents and the organic statutes, and that such individual in good faith believes the facts stated in such
document are true and such document complies with the requirements of that Part, the constituent documents,
and the organic statutes.
This perjury notice applies to each individual who causes this document to be delivered to the Secretary of
State, whether or not such individual is identified in this document as one who has caused it to be delivered.
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6. The true name and mailing address of the individual causing this document to be delivered for filing are

Roper

Brandon
(Last)

PC BOX 500

(first)

(Middle)

(Street number and name or Post Office Box

Edwards

CC
(City)

(Suffir)

information)

81632

(State)

(Postal/Zip Code)

United States
(Province

—

fapplicable)

(Country

—

([not US)

(If the following statement applies, adopt the statement by marking the box and include an attachment.)

This document contains the true name and mailing address of one or more additional individuals
causing the document to be delivered for filing.
Disclaimer:
This form/cover sheet, and any related instructions, are not intended to provide legal, business or tax advice,
and are furnished without representation or warranty. While this form/cover sheet is believed to satisfy
minimum legal requirements as of its revision date, compliance with applicable law, as the same may be
amended from time to time, remains the responsibility of the user of this form/cover sheet. Questions should
be addressed to the user’s legal, business or tax advisor(s).
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